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SUMMARY 

The work contained vrithin the body of this 

I 

thesis is concerned with the iso-ucý°cnal aerodynamic study 

of mult . ple jet systems with special reference to flame 

interactions. The type of jets used were jets with or 

without recirculation(swirl)and simple flame interactions 

were shown to occur for the configurations studied. The 

. main purpose of the study was to show the nature and degree 

of the aerodynamic interference and to relate these to the 

factors which govern flame length, stability and 

combustion intensity. 

The thesis also contains a study of the turbulence 

and mean flow characteristics of a swirling jet of 

, -variable swirl. 

The instr inent used to measure the mean velocity 

qnd turbulence quantities was the hot wire anei: iometer, and 

since for the case of a strongly swirling jet each 

component of the mean velocity and the normal and shear 

stresses are significant ;a technique was evolved capable 

_ 
L.. b >separating out each of the 9 individual terms associated 

with the above, namely ü, v, w, u'v', v; 'w', V'W', u' 
2, 

v'2, w'2. The method of analysis is based upon a new 

i 

ý8 
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velocity voltage relationship which is accurate for all 

types of probe and/or flow velocity range. previous 

methods of analysis were restricted to low turbulence levels 

where typically the local turbulence intensity (u'), 

is not more than 29jä. The new method is shown to be valid 

until the onset of flow reversal which depends upon the 

type of waveform that the fluctuations in velocity take. 

The magnitude of the measured quantities are shown to be 

independent of the type of waveform and assuming that the 

fluctuations closely resemble a triangular waveform the 

maximum turbulence levels measurable are 57, 'ö. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Summary Of Contents 

Multiple adjacent fluid streams encountered in 

engineering practice are discussed in general, together 

with the particular application of multiple burner systems. 

Some of the phenomena experienced in practical systems, 

and reported as being considered due to the interaction 

effects of adjacent flames, are noted. 

The objectives of the study are outlined showing 

the particular relevance to Marine Boiler practice 

together with the overall objectives more relevant to 

interaction of multiple jets in general. 
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CHAPTER 1 

w Statement Of The Problem And. Objectives Of The Study 

1.1 Statement Of The Problem 

1.1.1 The Overall Picture 

In many engineering practices conditions are 

experiencedwhere more than one individual fluid stream is 

used to achieve heat or mass transfer from one fluid to 

another fluid or solid surface, The individual streams may 

be formed by flow of the fluid over grids, tube banks, holes 

in'a plate, or individual jets, depending upon the particular 

application. In general it is required to have high mixing 

rates of the individual streams whilst maintaining a uniform 

or stable condition which is under control for any variation 

in flow rates or number of individual fluid streams that 

may be required. In order to achieve the high rates of 

mixing and to be able to control and predict the results 
i 

of the system, we need to know how adjacent fluid streams 

interact and to relate thepe to upstream fluid conditions, 

number and nozzle spacing characteristics, dimensions of 

the system or any relevant variable, 

1.1 . 2. The Particular Application t 

A particular application of the above problem is 

4 

1 
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combustion with multiple burners in marine type boilers* 

The particular requirements of a marine boiler are a very 

high heat output for a small volume, which generally means 

a cubic type of combustion chamber with many burners 

positioned closely together on one wall firing directly 

into the chamber. A typical marine type boiler, showing 

the configuration of the burners is shown in plate (P1 of 
) 

Some of the method& used in firing of marine boilers are 

detailed in (Ref. 1`)*. 

The Admiralty, who initially proposed the research 

topic (Ref. 2 and 3), use air registers with swirlers which 

impart a rotational motion to the fluid, producing radial 

and axial pressure gradients, within each. jete The resultant 

jet has a recirculation zone downstream of the swirler 

which gives stability to the flame by recirculation of hot 

combustion products and relatively low velocities which 

prevent blow-off. 

It" has been reported (Ref-3) that when two 

identical burners are used close together the resultant 

visible flame length can be shorter than when only one burner 

is used. So it was found that doubling the heat input in the 

boiler by lighting another burner led to a decrease in the 

observed flame length. This mechanism is not fully understood, 
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On a purely aerodynamic basis one may at first assume that 

the resultant combined jet length would increase with the 

addition of another burner, the increase being a result of 

reduced entrainment of the surrounding air. 

The close proximity of the burners in marine boilers causes 

interaction effects, the magnitude or which can be 

considerable, as indicated in the literature survey. 

Some of these effects are mentioned in Ref. 2 , and the 

important effects may take any of the following forms : - 

(a) Low frequency oscillations within the combustion 

chamber which could be detrimental to the equipment. 

(b) Flame switching, where the overall flame 

configuration may switch at random from one condition to 

another, 

(c) Preferential crowding of the flames to one wall 

of the combustion chamber. 
(d) Blow-off of one or more of the flames. 

(e) Flame lengthening or shortening, giving bad heat 

distribution within the furnace. 

(f) Poor mixing resulting in improper combustion. 

1 *2 Objectives Of The . Study 

It was considered that the aerodynamic interaction 

of the jets must play a major role in the overall interference 
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of multiple jet flames. It was decided to examine the 

principle factors which affect the interference of multiple 

jets under isothermal non-burning conditions and subsequently 

relate the results to multiple jet flames0 

1_2®1 The Particular Objective 

For the case of marine boilers where enclosed 

swirling jet flames are used, it was decided to study the 

turbu], ence characteristics of enclosed multiple swirling 

air jets having a strong swirl. From the results, the 

aerodynamic factors governing the choice of jet configura- 

tions which give jet stability, good mixing, and short 

flame lengths, were to be determined. The choice of the 

research is detailed in Chapter 20 

1.2 
.2e The Overall Objective 

In order to be able to establish the extent of 

jet interference it was considered advantageous to study 

the turbulence characteristics of a single swirling jet of 

variable swirl. Since swirling jets are a particular case 

relevant to flame studies, and since many applications do 

not include the individual rotation of the fluid streams,, 

a similar investigation-of non-swirling multiple jets was 

also carried out. 
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CHAPTER 2' 

Summary Of Contents 

The definitions of the terms used to express 

the mean flow, turbulence characteristics, regions and 

properties of swirling and non-swirling jets are detailed,, 

The equations of motion governing isothermal 

turbulent flow are quoted, noting their relevance to 

prediction procedures being developed for recirculating 

flow systems. 

A short review of the relevant work quoted in 

the literature, and ' the justification of the choice of 

research is included. 

The capabilities and choice of the measuring 

instruments is discussed and the chapter is concluded. with 

an outline of the research programmed 

L. 
_.. 
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CHAPTER 2 

PRESENT STATE OF rM0ý, LEDGEo JUS`1'I TION OF CHOICE OF 

RESEARCH AND OUTLIVE OF THE RESEA. RCII PROGRAMME. 

2.1 Definition Of Terms Used 

2.1.1 Regions And Properties Of A Non-Swirling Jet 

Fig. (201) shows velocity profiles at 3 axial 

stations downstream of the nozzle exit for a non-swirling 

jet and subsequent interpretations of the regions associated. 

The fluid emerges from the nozzle and starts to mix with 

the surrounding fluid, a mixing region is formed which 

spreads outwards from the nozzle and towards the centre line 

of the jet forming the mixing region, ''Within this mixing 

region is the potential core of unmixed fluid which still 

has the properties of the upstream fluid of high velocity 

and low turbulence intensity. High shear and turbulence 

intensities are associated with the mixing region of the 

jet. The transition region extends from the end of the 

potential core to the beginning of the fully developed 

region. In the fully developed region the rate of spread 

of the jet becomes constant and-the velocity profiles have 

a similar forma Dimensibnless velocity distribution are 

independent of axial distance and a typical turbulence 
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intensity distribution is shovm in Fig. (A-4.2) (Appendix , 
)o 

The flow patterns in the jet are dependant upon the total 

jet momentum and the distance from the apparent origin, 

which is the apparent source of the jet defined as the 

position from which the jet with finite momentum and 

infinite velocity may be considered to emanate. The 

apparent origin position may be determined by extrapolation 

of the spread of the jet in the filly developed region back 

into the nozzle a 

The theory of turbulent jets is fully described 

in (Refs. I to 6) . 
2.1.2 Terminology Used To Describe Non-Swirling Jets 

v Iv e assume that we can split any flow field into 

its 3 component average velocities upvpw3 and instantaneous 

fluctuating velocities u', v°, w', in the x, y, z, directions 

respectively such that u = U+u' 
,V v+ v', w_+ w', 

hence u2 = Q2 +u '2 ; v2 M V2 + v'2 8 w2 = w2 + w'29 where 

bar (^) terms denote time mean average terms, 

In order to non-dimensionalise all the results 

plotted the following terms are used : - 

ü- average axial velocity at point considered. 
ürna - maxims m axial velocity at the radial cross 

section downetreath of the nozzle considered 

.ý ~ýý. 
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üo - maximum nozzle outlet velocity for non- 

swirling jet, (also used for swirling jets 

having the same total initial crass flowrateo 

R- nozzle radius. 

D- nozzle diameter. 

The turbulence intensity quantities Z, iloo are 

defined as :- 

Z- relative turbulence intensity 

('` + v'2 + W'2j , t, (uf2)2 For non-. swirling jets 

üo üo 

Iloc local turbulence intensity 

- 
(u' + v'2 + 42)2 For non-swirling jets 

(112 + v` 
2+ w2) ü 

Typical quantities plotted are 

u/ ! uma7/ 1 
I9 Iloc9 u°v'/-2 

U u0, u0, U max s max 

u'v'/_2 / R/ (dü), 

uo . SZo uo (dr) 
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For a non-swirling jet the predominent quantities are 

u'2, u'v, terms, but the above I, Iloc terms are 

plotted in order to compare them with those values obtained 

for swirling jets. 

Streamlines are representatative of the average 

direction of particles within the jet. The stream function 3r 

may be defined as: - 

Jerdr 
;r ür®dry (2a1) 

0 

Where _ total stream function value. 

The results are non-dimensionalised, by dividing by 

o where is the value of 3T evaluated at the nozzle 
stream 

exit, and, plotted as The flow between any two/lines 

is by definition constant and the ./=I boundary contains 
it 

within/the original axial mass flowrate from the nozzleo 

Since the total axial mass flowrate at any cross 

section downstream of the nozzle exit may be defined as 

=/ /0 "2 `T. ü, rdr "= 27" ý (2.2) MT 
rTo 
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and also the original mass flowrate from the nozzle may 

be defined as :- 

Pao /0.2 IT. ü rdr =2 ITP. % (2-3) 

0 

Hence relative total axial mass fiowrate 

MIP /M 
24/3 (2.4) 

00 

Also the amount of mass entrained downstream of the nozzle Me 

14T - Mo and the relative mass entrained : 

,ý4 

o Mo ýo 

From u'v' and dü/dr values the effective 

Boussinesq eddy viscosity E and Prandtl mixing length I 

may be determined using the following equations :- 

ör (2oä) 

11 _- u'v' (2 
at) 

Local kinetic energy of turbulence (K E )loc 

and relative kinetic energy of turbulence (KE) may be 
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defined as :- 

(Kac u, 2+vi2+Wo2 
= I1o2 

i 
u2 +V2 +w2 

Which is the energy per unit volume contained by the 

fluctuating velocity divided by the energy contained by 

the mean velocity 

(RE) u'ff +v +wem 

ü2 
0 

which is that divided by the mean initial 

Mean static pressure f' within 

determined from the Reynolds equations of 

t `verse direction, after applying the boy 

2 

nozzle velocity. 

the jet is 

motion in the 

andary layer 

assumptions and, integration, from which' :- 

0 -/o vr2 where fp is the ambient pressure (208) 

and v' is the fluctuating component of velocity in the 

transverse direction. 

Velocity (ümax) on the axis of the Jet may be 

related by the empirical equation : - 

-2 
Umax 6.5 (/ )D (2,9) 

uo /pa) x 
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Where x is the distance downstream of the nozzle, fo is 

the nozzle fluid density and fa that of the bmbient fluids 

Transverse profiles may be represented empirically 

by: - 
üw exp (- 92 (r/x+a)2) (2010) 

U nax 

The entrainment rate (PvMe) is represented empirically 

by: - 
fl -0 

SIT - Mo = 0.32 (Aa/ )2X. = Pie (2.11) 

0 

2" 1" Regions And Properties Of A Swirling Jet 

Fig. (2.2) shows the axial velocity and tangential 

(swirl) velocity profiles for a strongly swirling jet. 

Very strong swirl is usually associated with a recirculation 

zone, on the axis of the jet and close to the nozzle exit 

The swirl is produced upstream in the nozzle by tangential 

introduction of the fluid into the swirl chamber, the 

resultant jet issuing from the nozzle exit has axial, 

radial and tangential velocity componentso Due to the swirl. 

velocity, radial and axial pressure gradients are set up and 

in the case of the strongly swirling jet are large enough 

to produce reversed flow along the axis of the jet. The 

reduced axial velocity on the axis continues until the start 
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of the similar velocity profile region. Refa0607a8o9a10 

and 11 contain experimental and theoretical investigations 

of weakly to very strongly swirling jets. 

In swirling jet flames the recirculation zone 

produces flame stability by the recirculation of hot 

combustion products and by acting as a direct heat supply. 

The velocities are sufficiently low in this region to prevent 

blow-off and the resultant jet flame is shorter, wider and 

more intense. Swirling flows may be of a free or forced 

vortex type according to the variation of the swirl velocity 

coruvonent with radial distance. In the forced vortex or 

solid body rotation flow region near to the jet axis the 

swirl velocity increases linearly with radial distance from 

the axis. In the free vortex flow region the swirl velocity 

decreases hyperbolically with radial distance. 

2"1e Terminology Used To Describe Swirling Jetsa 

The degree of swirl may be characterised by the 

non-dimensional swirl number S (Ref. 9). 

G/GR (2012) 

Where ao and G. are the axial flux of linear; and. 

angular momentum respectively. R is the jet radius, 
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The values Go and. Gx for the case of a solid body 

rotation flow with a uniform distributi on of the axial 

velocity at the orifice (when w= wmo ( r /g) and 

are determined as follows (Refo9)o 

rR 
Go = 2}: 

2 
r uwdr 1= uw 3 R (2-13) 

memo 
0 

R 
GX =2i rü tiv2 ) dry 

o 

? T, 
o 

R2 ,(1 _ G2/4 ) (2 « 1ý ) 

where G ý_ wmo / umo 

So Sr God GXR 
2 

(2,15) 

1 G2 

'Were subscripts mo refer to maximum values at 

the orifice Fig. (2.3) shows a plot of IG/1 
-G2/ 

and is 

considered valid up to G values of 0.4. For higher degrees 

of swirl the axial velocity distribution at the exit, 

deviates from a uniform distribution and for these higher 

swirl values the plot of :- 

S-=c (2 6) 
144 

fits the experimental data rauch better. 
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Axial velocity profiles in the similar velocity 

profile region may be charazterised by the Gaussian error 

curve & 

ZV- exp (-ku 2) 
where xý/x. + a2, 

"r^ ) 
um. ax 

The swirl velocity profiles, which display 

similarity for all degrees of swirl from about 2 diameters 

downstream, can be described by a third order polynomial: 

+ E'ý 3 
wýmax ýti + D" !L (2 8) 

These empirical constants C", D",. " are dependent 

upon the swirl number. 

Axial velocity decays may be related by. 

Umax K Dýx+a) f 2., 1 

U mo 

and I 
2 -T 

wX K2 ( D/(x+a) ) f2 (2., 20) 

w 

Where f, and f2 are functions of the degree of 

swirl (Ref e 9) and K2 is a constant which varies wi *h the 

swirl. number. 

The results of measurements performed on swirling 
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jets, are plotted in non-dimensional form similar to those 

described in section 2.102a for non-swirling jets, the 

terms v'ý, 
w, now being much greater and take a 

significant part in the I, Iloc' wI 
uo 

quantities. 

The values of go and 
ýo 

are those evaluated for 

the case ofa non-swirling jet having the same total mass 

flowrate (ie. volumetric flowrate) as the swirling jets,. 

Z-1.5 Equations of viotion And Prediction Procejdure For: 

Isothermal Plow System 

Equations which fully describe the flow of a 

viscous isothermal fluid in 3 dimensions may be derived 

(Refs. 3,4,2o) which contain velocity gradients, shear and. 

normal stresses, effective viscosities, pressure and gravity 

terms. These equations may be used to predict flow 

situations knowing only the physical properties of the fluid. 

and va_-, ious assumptions about pressure, density and effective, 

viscosity terms. Spalding et al (Ref029) have initiated 

prediction procedures involving axially symmetrical systems 

including rotation and recirculation. The procedures. 

become very complex and require a fast digital computer to 

evaluate the terms, which is performed by using a grid ör 

mesh over the system similar to relaxation procedures, -nd 
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marching downstream from the fluid exit. Regions between 

the grid intersection points are interpolated and 

consequently the greater the number of points over a system 

the greater the accuracy. In order to check the results of 

the procedure, the predicted results are compared to 

known (measured) results on similar systems. 

One of the main assumptions made in order to 

simplify the calculations is to assume that the viscosity 

remains constant throughout the system, however it is 

considered an over simplification, and effective viscosity 

terms obtained from measurements within a system show this 

to be so (see Fig. 5.. g) 

Effective viscosities may be related to normal 

and shear stress terms, velocities and velocity gradients 

by the following equations in cylindrical co-ordinate 

systems. (Where 0 is the angle, nd for all symmetrical 

systems 
d/dg 

= 0, and using v` and r for the radial direction 

7 and x for the axial direction, and w and 0 for the 0 

direction). ew 

r 

v 
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The coraoonents of the stress tensor in cylindrical 

co-ordinates: 

rr v'ý 
Peff (rr) (2vß 

_ 2/ (V V)) 
jr- .3 

2, 
-)'eff 

(8A) ( 2(ß1r dw+ü). 
_2ý3 (v v) ) 

lrx /uQ2 _ -ýeff(XX) 
c 2S 2, (V. ") 

ßr, 9 = /0 V'W'= -? eff 
(r®) (r lr (W/) + Ir ) 

0A 

T xA = puw r- Jýef f 
(x8) (d w+l/; 

d 
ý, 

dx JA 

ýýx = r4 u, v, = °/eff(rx) 
(d +) 

d dT7 (2g21 ) 

Where :- 

1 
(V. V )=1 /r' /r' (rov) +1 /r 

jw 
+a_ =O ji 

x- 

for incompressible flow. 

These above equations may be used in conjunction 

with the equation of motion, (of which one, the r component 

is quoted below), to solve all the unknown quantities, 
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given expressions for the radial and axial velocity dis-, 

trzb, tion -within the system : 

Equation of-motion -r component. 

+ wo 
d :F-+)' tdrrJr dx 

-dP - (/r-ddr (r + Ord, (fir©, ý'ý00 ý"'ý^ ) x^ 
(rr) 

Clearly if the effective viscosities are not 

constant throughout t, rie system, it v uld be helpful if some 

relation could be found between the effective viscosity, and 

radial and axial position within the system. , With the 

method of. -analysis outlined in Chapter 4, it is possible 

t0 measure all the quantities in equttions (2A21) to 

evaluate the effective viscosity terms, and some of the 

measured effective viscosity distributions are eiuoted in 

Chapter 50 

2.16 The Relative Order Of Magnitude Of Terms 

In order to simplify calculations, various terms 

may be- neglected with-respect to other terms which are 
"a 

typically "an order of magnitude greater. - For systerno 

without rotation or recirculation the`- ü»» v, 1v and terms 

including v, w are neglected. It is also possible to neglect 

SHEFFIELD 
UNIVERSITY 
tAnnanýrn 
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pressure terms, and for radially symmetrical systems/ d8 

terms are zero. Pressure'"(eg. ) terms for, non-rotating 
' r. 

systems are usually neglected. 

For systems with recirculation or rotation or botha few 

terms are negligible, depending upon the degree of rotation 

and position in the flow field. In such systems it is 

often necessary to evaluate each of the terms in the 

equations of motion. For the particular case of a strongly 

swirling jet one has to be about 8 diameters downstream 

before the radial (v) and tangential (w) velocity gradients 

may be neglected with respect to the axial (ü) velocity 

gradients. 

For any incompressible fluid (v. V) terms may 

be neglected, and for simplicity ttae (V. V) terms are often 

neglected for compressible flow systems, with a resulting 

small error. 
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201 a Some : Methods Of Flame Stabilisation 

ý. Lewis- and °Vbn Elbe , (ref 
o 30: ) describe ? , he 

phenomena associated with. flame stability and conditions 

which "give krise to "blow, off" or , "flash back" with 

reference , 
to -a. ýsingle jet flame,. Some methods of flame 

stabilisation and, their relevance to this investigation-- of 

multiple -jets are sum-narised below4 

For a, single non-swirling -, jet flame ; the flarae 

is stabilised on-the. edge of the jet by the fact that the 

local velocity normal to the . 
fla; ne front is 'low enough for 

the particular flame speed of the combustable mixture. 

At. high-flowrates the local velocity becomes too high 

and: -the -jet "blows off", which', means thy: flame is 

extinguished. Any, wall, duct or adjacent-Jet which- intcrferei 

with-this -region of low velocity (and high mixing rates due 

to -high shear stress, velocity,. gradients and. local turbulence 

intensities) will seriously affect-the stability of the jet 

and such ,a 
jet-may be-made to blow off as a direct result 

of this local. interferenceo 

Stable, jet flames tend, to beoorne., ies table as - tt 

flowrate increases, so that-for jet flame systems where - 
high velocity,. flowrate or variable flowrate is required some 

other form or rnethod of stabilising- the flame is required. 
A common method , 

to stabilise jet, flames is to introduce a 

-7-7777777-ý-- 
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disc or wedge within the nozzle exit of the-flame. 

The disc has a'zone of recirculating fuel/air and hot 

combustion products immediately downstream lour 

velocities, high mixing rates and temperatures occur-9 ving 

a position where the flame may 'sit' and hence provide 

stability to the flame' as a whole. - This recirculation zone 

is -continuously fed with a fresh supply of combustabie 

material and similarly continuously releases hot combustion 

products into the flame. 

Another method of producing a recirculation. Zor 

within the jet flame is by rotation of the jet fluid., wich 

produces axial and radial pressure gradients giving a 

region of low velocity or reversed flow on the axis of t1 e 

jet flame depending upon the degree of swirl or rotation 

given to the jet o The swirl may be produced, by tangent ß. ß; i 

supply of the fluid, to the jet, or by positioning of a 
SJ4 

swirler disc with vanes which imparts a r.: tl motion 

to the fluid after hitting. the disc. 

The choice between a disc stabiliser or a swi. rler 

type is 'governed by the particular requirements of the system. 

Briefly a disc type stabiliser is cheaper to manufacture but., 

dearer to maintain due to carbon deposits forming on the 

disc, whereas a swirler will require a greater amount of 

energy (fan power) but will burn fuel at a greater rate 

ýý 
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It is shown (Chapter 5) that there is -an advantage to have 

adjacent swirling jets 'out of mesh' where the directi on' of 

the swirl velocity of adjacent jets is opposite rather than 

'in mesh' from a stability and mixing rate point of view 

and consequently it is reasonable to assume that there will 

be similar advantages to have multiple jets swirling 

'out of mesh' rather than having disc type stabiliscrs. 

A 
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2.2 Survey Of Relevant Work 

The amount of information on multiple Jets in tle 

literature is strictly limited. There are a few reterencpýs 

to axial velocity measurements on 2 or more non-swirling 

jets, and 2 on local turbulence intensity measuremcntso 

The Author is not aware of any velocity or tu. rbu. ler,, o", 

measurements for multiple swirling , 
jetso There are a few 

references for velocity and turbulence intensity measuic-eýao: *LA 

on single swirling jets. 

2.2.1 Multiple Non-Swirling 'Air Jets 

Laurence and Benningliof (Ref 
o ,i 3) studied t urbuler. x , 

and mean flow 'characteristics for a system of four slotted 

nozzles positioned in line and of variable pitch, and fo. ^'a, 

3 sector nozzle. The measurements were performed using a 

hot wire anemometer and showed that the t! xrbulen*, mixing, 

that occurs when a jet exhausts into stationary air, is 

aided by dividing the flow into multiple interfering jets* 

The scale and intensity of turbulence are less in the common 

mixing zone of two interfering jets than in the mixing 

zone of a single jet. The maximum turbulence intensities 

oceured at the outer fringes of the jets o 
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lMiiller:, and Comings. (Ref. 14) investigated tree ' force 

momentum, fields, ¢-in dual-jet flows issuing froml a. ý, plane wall. 

They found that: - in ,, the region. of jet convergence near the 

nozzles that,, t he - structure of the-flow. in. = the core, of 

either. jet is similar to -that of,, a, single free- jet, a1. Uowilg 

for the static:, pressure: differencesa, °A, sub-at. mospherto 

pressure -sregion,: isp, setýup-ýbetween the jets., which, they : say 

account s- for- the. fact that, =the :: two jets, --tend to : converge o. - 

After-, convergence , 
the, jets 

, combined to,:, forni a, single . jet 

symmetrical about the centre line, the combined jet behavirtg 

similarly to. that of a,,. single=free: °jeta_ .. _A. -portion of.: fah. ̀  

flow reverses in tlie sub-atmospheric regi. onýýan4. -twe=stable 

contra-rotating-vortices. together with-a. free - stagnatiof 

point-on the centre plane, were . 
detected. 

Corrsin (Ref. 15) investigated the behaviour of 

parallel two dimensional jets issuing from the slots in a 

grid made up-of a row of parallel rods with a grid density 

(solid area/ total area) of 0.83. The system was unstable 

and consisted of grouping together of adjacent jets 

immediately after their exit from the slots, which resulted 

in wildly eddying flows Adjacent groups then joined- 

together and the phenomenon was non-stationary and switched 

from one configuration to another. The floor was stabilized 
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Knystantas (Ref. i 9) studied -the flow formed by 

the turbulent jets issuing from 'a series of holes in line 

with a pitch (distance between jet centres/jet diameter ) 

of 1.5 and 3. lie measured the mean velocity profiles at 11 

axial stations from the nozzle exit to 28 diameters down- 

stream and compared these to the theoretical profiles. 

He was particularly interested in the formation'of a -quasi- 

two dimensional jet and' gives some theory on the prediction 

of the start of the two dimensional region downstream -of 
the row of individual jets. 

Koestel and Austin (Ref. 20) investigated the 

flow-pattern from two closely spaced parallel air jets and 

derived equations for the maximu; a jet velocities at any 

distance, from the nozzles, by the principle of addition of 

momentum. 

r 

0. 
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Whaley (Refs 22) made a study of the flow 

characteristics in a , nulýiý le burner systc: ri where A: e showed 

that the main characteristics of axial velocity decay -ar 

recirculation of encl, o: ed , iulti,. )le jets' can be related to 

those of enclosed single jets. ' hen then jets ara Cios,!!: 

together the region near to the jet exit can be treut, ed as 

enclosed single jets, whereas further downstream the ie s 

combine, ü. tid the combined 'jet may be treated as a jingle 

jet from a source along the common axis 4 introdue-i; i. otx o 

a wire mesh grid dovmstreara increased the recirculation 

upstream. 

2.2.2 iiuZt ý7 Le Non-ay4rlinf jet F1<rtnes 

Multiple fj a4ac.! ýold ä' Wright ( of 23) reported on 

arrays with special reference to flame irrt erg etio 

several flame -holders arranged in a single plane e {ý°,: ýý. a " ý*ý: 

operates nearly as though it were a single flame-holder in 

a small duct. The blow-off speeds for multiple non swr1rlizg, 

jets is reported to be lower, and said to be due to, th 

high blockage of the, flame-holder in each duct, Wr 
. ; ht 

also reports that pinching of alternate flames in a row of 

n ilt iple jets is observed with many flama. holder arr. ays 

particularly for closely spaced flame--holders in eonditIons 

approaching blow-off* The configuration could witch to a 
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more uniform condition, where all flames are of equal size 

whilst still under the sane average flow conditir uu 

Miss TMcNair (Ref . 24) has summarised some of the 

problems associated with multiple burners and suggests 

that there should be an optimum pitching which will give 

the best conditions for rapid and complete combustion, - 

It is stated that little is known about the desirable air 

distribution to individual burners when multiple burners 

are used and the possibilities of flow instabilities are 

mentioned due to the fact that each jet is trying to en'-'re. -'n 

its neighbour. 

2e2. Swirling `Jet Flatne s{ 

Hardcastle (Ref-26) has repos ed variou heave 

transfer characteristics within a marine type boiler arui 

the effect upon these oil the number of f'lamas etajloye: 

and total heat energy into the furnace. The swirling, 

burners used gave rotation to each flame in the came sense, 

that is to say all the fla. '; zes had the same direction of 

rotation. The terminology used in this thesis is that the 

jets were swirling "out of mesh". For alterrvite Jets 

having different directions of rotation the system is 

defined as swirling in mesh'. 
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Miss McNair (Refo24) suggests that there may 

be a substantial difference between the two types of 

meshing, and the above two reports form the basis upon 

which the investigation of multiple. enclosed swirling 

jets was initiated. 

Chigier and Chervinsky (Refn3? )performed an. 

aerodynamic study of turbulent burning free jets with 

swirls Velocity and temperature- measurements were per. f orimma 

in premixed butane-air jets of variable-swirl, number.. 

The decay of axial and tangential velocities was shown 

tobe--reduced in the flame as compared with cold swirling, 

jets. 

A theoretical analysis was put forward where the 

turbulent equations-of motion, energy and state-were 

integrated to obtain expressions for the decay along th. 

axis. of the maximum values of -axial velocity, swirl. velocity, 

and temperature. The radial distributions of velocity and 

temperature were described by Gaussain error curvesu-, 
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Justification Of Choice Of Research 

It is considered that aerodynamics play a 

major part in the overall interaction effects of multiple 

jet flames. The way in which the turbulent mixing of 

multiple fluid streams affect the stability, length and. 

combustion intensity of the resultant overall flame has 

not to the Author's knowledge been reported in literature. 

With the above factors in mind an investigation was initiated 

in order to examine the extent of the aerodynamic interaction 

of multiple jet systems which would. reproduce typical 

burner configurations,. flow characteristics and combustion 

chamber dimensions. The regions which were considered of 

major interest were those between adjacent jets (mixing 

region and central region) and those on the outer edge of 

the jet system (outer region and edge -a see Figo2o4) 

particularly close to the nozzle exit. 

Clearly the number of variables which may be 

encountered was prohibitive, and the main variables were 

restricted to number of jets, pitch of the jets, nor-. swirling 

jets and jets swirling "in mesh" and "out of mesh" with one 

strong degree of swirl. 
(The particular requirements of the Admiralty are detailed 

in (Ref. 25) ), 

'ý. 1 

,. ' - P-, 
_ý 
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In addition to multiple jet studies it was 
out 

considered useful to find/whether effective viscosity terms 

are affected by the position within a flow field, with a 

view to aiding the prediction proceedure outlined in 

section 201.3. Turbulence and mean flow characteristics 

of a single free swirling jet of variable swirl number, _ 
were studied to provide information not published in, tf 

literature. 

In order to obtain as much infoxmation as possibi. e 

about the turbulent mixing in a system it was considered, 

desirable to have measurements of mean. velocit y, rrnosa 

fluctuating velocity, and shear stress at each, position, 

which meant developing 
,a 

new method of analysis capable of 

separating out each of the 9 individual terms associated 

with the above. This was achieved and the results quoted 

were dependent 
, 
upon the success of this method,. 

In, order to understand how flames. may interact, 

simple multiple flame studies. were conducted where visible..,, 

flame interactions occurred, and it was considered that 

these observations would, aid the eventual, interpretation 

of _the results. 

.i 

p 

i 
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2eL. Capabilities And Choice Of Measuring Egui ament, 

The 5 hole pitot probe 
, 

is, an, instrument capable 

of measuring the magnitude and direction of the total 

average velocity 
, 
vector, and static pre , sure within flow 

fields o 

Wren . used correctly the _hot, wire anemometer may 

measure average, velocity, fluctuating velocity and shear 

stress within a flow 
,. 
fieldaý ,., The analysis of the signals,, 

obtained from a hot wire anemometer have been restricted 

for sometime to low-turbulence intensities' and ., 
flow-fields 

where there iÜ a predominent flow direction, and where some 

of the component average and fluctuating velocities-can 

be neglected with respect to the predominent ones. These 

assumptions greatly simplify the measuring techniques and, 

analysis, and a typical example is measurement in the 

boundary layers formed by flow over flat surfaces. 

For any system such as a strongly swirling jet 

we have conditions where all the average ar , 
fluctuating 

velocity terms may be of the same order of magnitude and the 

turbulence intensity' typically as high as 60 per ceent 

Clearly no terms may be neglected with respect to others, 

and since no comprehensive analysis was known, or avEilable 

to the Author, which was capable of separating out all the 
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individual'average velocity, normal and shear stress terms, 

it was found necessary to aevelop a new technique to 

allow the research to be done* 

The development of this new analysis is detailed--°-1 

in Chapter L. and Appendix -1, and comparison of the results 

obtained to those quoted in the literature for a single 

non-swirling free jet are shown in Appendix 4 

The hot wire anemometer was chosen as the prime 

measuring instrument for this work and the 5 hole eitot 

probe was used for checking the accuracy of the velocity 

measurements obtained with the hot wire anemometer. 

Comparison of hot wire and pitot readings on a single 

swirling jet are included in Appendix L 

S* 
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Outline Of The Research Programme 

The research progranune may be split up into 

four main catagories concerned with the investigation of 

the turbulence characteristics of :a 

(a) A single free' swirling jet of variable swirl. 

number (S) from zero to 0.6. 

(b) Single und triple non-swirling enclosed jets of 

pitch 1.25 and 2.0 diameters,, 

(c) Single and triple swirling enclosed jets "in 

mesh" of swirl number 0.6 and pitch of 1425 and 2,0 diameters, 

(d) Single and triple swirling enclosed jets "out 

of mesh" of swirl number-0.6 and pitch of 1-25 and 2.0 

diameters. 

In additifon to the above, flame interactions of 

double and triple, swirling and non-swirling flames viere 

observed, and overall flow patterns v itijýtlle system using 

a water modelling technique. 

Calculations were made of effective viscosity 

distributions, 

ý.:. 
- 
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CHAPTER 3 

Summary Of---Content s 

The 'chapter lists the general requirements of, 

the apparatus with the fabrication details of each 

particular piece of the apparatus. 

The 'method and importance of the supply and 

monitoring of'clean air at a stew temperature i pressure, 

and, flowrate for use with a hot-wire anemometer is 

reported, with the uröde of operation of the hot `wire probe 

and traversing mechanism. 

The principles and mode of operation of a5 

hQ16 pi'tot?  probe is also included. 

0 

4ý' 

1 
t..... '... _L., ,,, 

'r 

... 



CHAPTER '3 

DESIGN AND DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

3.1a General Requirements Of The Apparatus 

Pig. (3.2) shows a schematic flow diagram of the 

apparatus. The apparatus was designed such that : - 

(a) 3 swirling or non-swirling Jets placed 

horizontally_ could be_ used,, of. , variable, -pitch 
from,, 1 G25 . 

to 

2.0, diameters. 

(b) 
. 

Each jet wasfitted= with a separate air monitoring 

device such that, identical quantities of air could be fed 

to each jet, sufficient, to give velocities of up to 

20 metres%sec® 

(c) The jets issued from a flat.: walli,, into an 

enclosure open at the opposite ende 

(d) The box-- and end walls were fabricated from perspex 

to facilitate easy probe positioning.,,, 
{ 

(e) The 'air supply, was steady,. clean and, at a, constant 
{ 

temperature. 

,. ý_, 

1 
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2 Specific Design Of The Apparatus 

30201 The Perspex Box 

The box was fabricated from Z inch thick Perspex. 

and was of 16" cube interior dimensions, with inter- 

changeable nozzle support plates spaced 6 inches apart to 

ensure accurate alignment of the jets. Fig-'(3-3) shows 

a schematic diagram of the box with the probing mechanism, 

f' 
Enclosing the jets served 

two main purposes, namely preventing outside draughts from 

affecting the hot wire measurements, and promoting 

recirculation within the enclosure. 

3.202 Air Jets 

The jets were of the two swirling and non-ewirl. ing 

types as detailed, below: - 

Non-SwirlingJets 

The non-swirling jets consisted-of a one inch 

I. D. 1V inch O. D., 12 inch long brass tube with a sharp_ 

right angle bend at the air -entry end. The use of, - a sharp 

bend was found necessary` tö destroy the 'upstreDmjflow 

patterns formed in the 'delivery tubing to the t 'ý 

was found that an asymmetric flow distribution was "obtained 
without 
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the' right angle bend due to crowding of the flow to the ' 

outer periphery of the delivery tubes-, (which were 

necessarily bowed). The introduction of a fine wire mesh 

gauze immediately' after the right angle bend helped to 

produce' a flat (turbulent) velocity profile over the' 

jet exit. 

Swirling Jets. 

In order to' crisure that close packing of the jets 

'- , _. 

wasp obtainable, cmd at the came time to 'be able to introduce 

the'air into, 
_an 

inner annulus' tangentially to produce the 

rotational motion, it was found necessary to design jets 

with a divergence before the mouth of the Jet. Experience, 

has; shown that- the_ most convenient tend- successful-tray of 

producinga swirling vortex H mot ion type of jet, wuc, -: to 

introduce the air from an outer annulus tangentially into. -. 
an-inner annulus, which would normally., restrict-- the, close 

packing. oi' the -jets without a divergence (Ref. 2 and &) . 
Fig. 3.1 ý. shows a cross -section -through the swirl chamber 

which has 1 . tangential entries for-the air from_. thert, ou. ter_ _.,, 
to- inner annulus, - and,: two --tangential -; supply pipes,, for. the 

air -into the outer- annulus., The-resultant exit. -. dimensions 

of the_ jet- are- identical to those, or the non-swirling jetso 

lt. v. as, found necessary to use, - two supply pipes , ýför, the air 
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into the outer- annulus : to 
, overcome: slight asymmetric flow 

distribution of -, the , resultant : swirling jet when only one 

supply was; -. used. 

Swirling jets with an opposite swirl direction 

were made, to be able to_investigate the effects of swirling 

"in, mesh" and "out of mesh". The design was exactly similar 

to the above jets with,, the., tangential entries . and supply- 

pipes altered., The.. total volume of air fed to the,, non- 

swirling and-swirling jets was . 
identical for all conditions. 

. 3-jq 'A1r Süpp1 Y And Monitoring 

The air supply needed to be of constant temperature, 

and of a constant pressure sufficient to overcome the 

pressure drop encountered along the lines to the nozzle 

exitö'' It''was decided to use'rotämetes to m, ''- e ach' 
this 

individual air supply/being the quickest and easiest form of 

air flow monitor. To overcome the pressure drop ass 1öeiated 

with-the valves, pipes, rotameters, und jets it was decided 

to use air from the compressedI airI line in t1 1'aboratory 

The air supply' was at, 75 - 85 p. 30i. g. - and fluotuated''betr'v"en 

these limits as the compressor cut 'in and" outs ` ̀ , 'The `sir 

from the compressor contained a relatively 'large -`. amöiinCof 
oil and water vapour' and''so it ` was '-founci` nec ssaryý, t_ä' cl an 

the' air by means of filters before "uses ''t ̀  (xt `1 naceae y... 4, =, "'-' 

to have clean air when using a hot wire_ anemometer Sin0e 
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grease or particles adhering to the wire seriously affect 

its heat loss characteristics, and cleaning and recalibration 

of the wires"would be necessary' at verIy frequent intervals). 

The air was passed to a -pressure regulator-after the ' filters 

and the pressure maintained constant at 20ps.. iogn A 

throttle valve after the pressure regulator controll-ed the' 

total' flow of-air to the ' manifold" which 'in turn di'ntributed- 

the° air through separate' valves to each: rot meter and jet'o 

The system once set would maintain aconstant 

flow-rate' of clean air at a steady temperature to each jet. 

No detectable variation öecured over long intervals, and 

the filters were kept clean by regular maintenance. 

One particular' disadvantage of using a` blower, as 

opposed to the above stem i the fact that y the y stem 

temperature of' the air 'risesf for some considerable time, 

and since; the" hot wire works I on the principle of forced 

convection to'the wire "(see; Appendix 1) the hot'wire is as 

sensitive tö temperature changes as to velocity ehangss, 

and any changes in temperature would necessitate corrections 

being applied to the constants of calib'ration (Ref l4)`ä 

The filters are designed to remove grit'-vrater 

Ipour and oil vapour down-to OQ5 micron s, J schematic 

Low diagram of the system is shown in Fig-(3,. 2)9,. 

°; ;. 
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3.3.2 Air Supply To The Jets And Production Of A 

Free Swirling Jet Of Variable, Swirl Number. 

Each non-swirling Jet-was, fedfrom, a- single 

rotameter supplying the full volumetric; flow -for each , 
jet0 

For the case- of, the swirling jets, each jet was supplied 

with the same total volumetric flowrate: as the non-swirling 

Jets, - split -up equally between two rotameters, each feeding 

one of the tangential ; air supply, pipes, fitted to the etea 

In order to produce a- jet of; variable awirl 

, number, . it was found satisfactory to: : introduce a proportion 

of the air to the-, Jet. -along its inner, annulus, the, -proportion 

depending upon the degree of_swirl required. Each of, the 3 

air supplies to such a swirling jet were again fed from 

individual., rotameters,, _ 
the, total volumetric flowrate being 

the same as used in the non-swirling jets. A long extension 

(16 diameters) was fitted to the nozzle for the latter case 

in order that the tangential and axial rnaea flows could have 

time to mix thoroughly before the nozzle, exit,, it also, 

served the purpose of extending the jet outside_the region 

of the box. It was found that the long extension helped. 

to improveth. e uniformity of the resulting jet, and did not 

reduce t he-resultant exit swirl velocity or axial velocity 

profilc30. 
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3.4 Probe Traversing Mechanism. 

The hot- wire probes were used from` the open' end 

of the box, - and,, the '5 hole °pitot probe _was , used with the---ý 

same mechanism from-the side of the box,, probing through 

holes drilled into the side. 

The - mechanism consisted---of -a small-,: lathe=, bed with 

facilities, for traverse in' each of the, 3 mutually 

perpendicular directions corresponding to the 3 axesv, 

Typical-positions=of measurement for` radial traverses from 

the centre line are shown in Pigo(3o8}0 

The hot wire probes, and the-5 hole pitot probe , were 

rotatable: about . their axes fitted with a protractor and 

pointer. 

,., 
Measuring Illstrument s 

3.11 The 5 Hole Pitot Probe 

Construction 

The probe consists of a tube with several pressure 

tappings drilled into the tip. One is drilled onhthe axis 

of the probe and 4 more drilled equidistant from the :M rst 

hole symmetrically around the prdbeo The way in whtoh these 

are positioned is shown in Figs(304)0 The dimensions of 

the probe tip are small in comparison to the flow field, 

and the disturbance of the flow is assumed to 'be negligible. 
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Principle and Mode Of Operation 

When the probe is positioned in a flow `field `such 

that the total velocity vector is at some angle to the probe 

tip, but in the plane of holes 5 and L. only, thena pressure 

differential will be set up between holes 5 and L and the 

pressure differential between holes 3 and 2 will be zero. 

By calibration (see Appendix 3) the magnitude and direction 

of the total velocity may be determined. The technique 

of operation of the probe was as follows, 

i) The probe was-rotated until P2 - P3 0 and the 

yaw angle 0 was recorded directly from the protractor on the 

pit6t probe body. 

The pressure 'readings ` P1 9 P4 -' P51PI . P21 

were recorded (where P2/, is the average of P2 and P3) 

The orientation of the prö'be, the total velocity 

vector and the 3 resultant component velocities in the 3 

mutually perpendicular axes is shown in Fig0(3, -5). 
Measurement Of Pressure Differentials 

The pressure differential P2 - P3 was monitored. 

continuously on a Beaudoin pressure transducer and quick 

sensitive response was achieved for minimum reading 

corresponding to zero pressure differentialo 

... S 
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The yaw angle could be. determined to within 

accuracy by- this method*' -For the -pressure differential 

IV-' P59 P1'°Pambient' P1 -P2,13 

manometers were ' used with=-an accuracy of ='± _`-005 "mm 11200 

The calibration graphs Figse (3.6 -and 3a7), were 

used in conjuction with the computer°°programme (see'Appendix 

3 and 5) for determination, of the 3 component average 

velocities ü, 7,7, and the static pressure . 
Pso 

The correlation between = asurements takeri with 

the 5 hole pitot probe and the hot `wire anemometer are 

shown in Appendix 50 
, 

A full, description of, t he principles of operation 

of a.,; 5 -hole, eitot . probe are described in (Ref. i. ) and the 

calibration', procedure used c, detailed in. Appendix 3Q x� ti 

The Constant Temperature Hot Wire 
. tlnemo ter-_-., -, _ 

Mode Of Operation 
... 

The principles of operation are detailed in 

Appendix I,. The - equipment, used was made by D. I .:. A.. and ý was 

the. 55D00 Universal. Anemometer Unit including a. D. C. 

Voltmeter and R. M. S., (rootMean square) Voltmoter0 . The 

technique used to take measurements was as -follows :. 
(6 pt; v 

technique - see Chapter. 4 and Fig0L. o 1 ). 
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(i) Traverse probe , 
type (a), into the desired, position 

and rotate to orientation Noo, 1, record positions 

(ii) Read E, and 
EQ, at that orientation (wait for the 

meters to come to rest - use of high damping for E 

measurements in highly turbulent conditions),, 

(iii) 

ev E' 9 2 

(iv) 

Rotate probe to orientation No®2 and read E2, 

Repeat for orientations 3 and L4 

(v) Change to probe type (b) and rotate to orientation 

No 0 5, read E5 
9 E' a 

(vi) Rotate to orientation No06, read E6 and E6 

(vii) Traverse to new position and perform readings 

vi)-#. i) in reverses Repeat i)-rvii) for new positions. 

For the 3 point technique a similar procedure for 

measuring is adopted. The positions of the wire supports 

in orientations 1-0- 8 inclusive are fixed and it is necessary` 

to assume that the flow over the wire supports, that may 

occur in any of the 8 positions, does not affect the readin&a 

too much. For orientation No-9 the wire supports may be 

rotated in any desired position without altering the position 

of the wire since the axis corresponds to the probe axis 

of rotations It is sometimes necessary to discard a set 

of readings when flow hits a wire support before the wire, 
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since obvious errDneous results are obtained, usually 

indicated by a very high E' reading. 

A full electrical specification, construction 

and description of each unit of the Universal Anemometer 

is given in (Refe5a )o 

Choice Of The Prime Measuring Instrument 

All the results quoted within this thesis were 

taken with the hot wire anemometer, which was chosen as 

the prime measuring instrumente The purpose of the 5 hole 

" eitot readings was to check the accuracy of the mean flow 

measurements taken with the hot wire anemometer under 

widely different conditions, and to establish the positions 

at which the swirl velocity changed sign from +ve to --ve 

when traversing a jet system. A typical correlation between 

the two instruments is shown in Fig., (AL i) 
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CHAPTER -4 

Analysis Of The -Signals From The Hot Wire Anemom. ete ; 

Technique Of Probe Orientation 
In order to investigate the aerodynamic interaction. 

of the multiple jets a method was needed which would be 

able to separate'and identify-each average and fluctuating 

velocity component in the 3-mutually perpendicular axes'. 

and to be able to identify each shear stress term associated 

with the above. The separation of each term was necessary 

because no one term was considered small-'enough-to neglect, 

as is the case In (Ref 
*I) and a technique of probe 

orientation similar to="that used in (Ref. 2)lwas adopted. 

The-` following method was developed'-and raay-Qe used in two 

ways, ° the''choice of-the. way adopted, being governed by 

whether the shear'stress terms are required The principles 
"wC 

of each method are the same but the time involved in taking 

the measurements may be halved when'-shear stress terms are 

not required. 

The two-choices are: -, - 
(a) A3 Position Technique 

a 

Where a wire is positioned in turn in the direction 

of each'of the 3 mutually perpendicular axes (x. 
9 y, z , uhPn 

8 
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the 3 component average velocities and normal stresses may 

be evaluated. 

bý A6 Position Technique 

Where a wire is positioned in turn at t 450 tO 

the direction of each of the 3 mutually perpendicular axes 

when ., 
the 3 component average velocities, normal stressest' 

and shear. stresses may be evaluated, 

To be. able to accurately orientate the wire in 

the 3 mutually perpendicular directions or at ± L. 5o to thes 

it was found necessary to use two different probes for each 

technique. The configuration of the probes and the way tha 

they are'orientated wöretö' the axes is shown ,, in'figä (Z4o1 

Positions -1-, 6 are used for the ,6 pt* technique 4, nd positior 

7-. 9 are. used'-for the 3 pt®. -technique respectively. 

Care must , ýýbe taken to ° ensure that accurate positioning of 

one probe with respect to the other probe is achieved, so 

that the wire mid point is in the same position in space 

for , eachýorientationa "ý ;,., 

The 6 position Techniciue 

The voltage and velocity may be reläted"bý 

E A- SUS CU (see Appendix 9) ýt ©! j 
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Where E=D. C. Voltage, A, B, C are constants 

ÜN w Cooling velocity normal to the wire 

79 

(Initially. we, shall neglect the effect of cooling velocity 

along the wire. The way that this is accounted for will be 

shown later). 

A, B, C are obtained by calibration using the method reported 

in Appendix 2a 

Equation (4-1 ) is assumed "to hold instantaneously 

to 'give:: - 

1 2 
E =A+BUN+OUN (4o2) 

Hinze (Ref. ) 
has shown that the instantaneous total 

velocity (U) may be split up, into an average velocity (Ü) 

and - an instantaneous fluctuating velocity (U') which at, any 

time may be 
_-ve - or +ve such that : 

UÜ+ U' 

It -follows that since Ü'=o, (time- average of U' ) 

then UZ = U2 + 
Ü'U ) (L03) 

Similarly we can split up the instantaneous total 

voltoge (E) into an average voltage () and an instantaneous 

voltage (E') such that :- 

4 

.E 
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E +E' and 

E2 t2 + E2 (4.4) 

It is further assumed thatwe can split any flow 

field, at a particular point into its 3 mutually perpendicular 

component' velocities, see -fige Wa2) such that: - 

-22 22 
Ti _U+V+w 

Utz 

hence Ü2 +Usk U2 ü, 2 
+2+ V2 + v' 

2+ w2 +w 

The way in, which the wire -responds 
to, the flow field 

when placed in the plane of two axes and at t 45° to 

4ther 
-axis is shown by the following equations, neglecting 

in the first-instance the flow component along the wire, 

(that is1to say, considering the total normal cooling velocity 

only) The technique is to position the wires in turn in 

each of the 6 orientations whilst maintaining the mid point 

of each wire in the same position in space (ie o , 
flow field). 

} 
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Wire Type (b) used for positions 1.1-4 

Wire type (-) used for positions 5 and 6 

If we define: - 

U'l - Instantaneous Cooling velocity on wire 
11 

in position I 

U1 Average Cooling velocity on wire in positi on I 

The n. - 
2 

U = (w 
2 

+w') +i ( (ü+u' )--(v+ V') 
2 

) 

2 
U = (v 

2 
+v') +( (ü + u' )+(w + w°) 

2 
) 

2 
2. 

U3 = (w 
2 

+ w') +( U' )+ V 
2 

) 

2 
4 

{v 2 
+v') +2 U 

2 
) 

2 
U (u +u')2 +2C (w + w' )+. (v + v') )2 

2 
U6 

2 
+ u. ') ± 

�j. 
C (w + w' )- (v + v') 

2 
) (4g)'5) 

5 

v' 

v 

i 

3 

1+ 
ü u° 

\ 

i 

t 
k 
i 

t 

- t� ,,,,, r, .v -- ,F, - ,' -' 
,. -,. 
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Also 

_2 
2 

-2 _2 
2 

[jý aW+Z 
(Ll Ü2 `... v+ (u +W) 

2 ''2 , ý2 
22ý. 

. ý2 Ü3 + 'ý 
. 

(ü. ;+ ý) aÜv+ 

2.2 2222 
«- ll + 67 1° Y) 

9ü6Ü. +2 (w 
°' 

Y') (4.6) 

Now we have said that we can represent the voltage 

at, an. y time (Inst antaneous Volt age E) by 

E+ E' hence -E E2 + 
2 

Similarly 

U= Ü1 + U8 hence U= U2 + U°2 

Now from equations of type (4.5) and WA) using 

a time averaging technique putting u' terms- =o, etc., we 

obtain 

22 2 22 22 
_ U4 V +-u° + ,ý 'ff (u +u4 - 2wý 2aw' +w +w' ) (4.7) 

22 22 2 
U2 = "+' v' + _ (u +'U' + _ 2uw + 2w + w' ) (4.8) 

So by addition 

222 
T 

22 22 '2 
U4t + U2 = 2v + 2v °++u, +w +" wQ - 

T p 
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Also 

222 -2 Ü4 v+2{ü -ý 2uw +w) 

¬ý2 
2/ 

. a2 
2 

°-u+ taw +w) tf ., 
+\ 

Therefore 

-2 2 
_2 

22 
Ü4 + 92 2v + to +w 

Now -. 

2 2 2 
U4 - Ü4 

_ U° 

Therefore from (4-7). 
- 

(4.8), (409) , 
(4-10). - 

(4o11 ) 

222 
U2 4+ U2 

22 
.. U2= U4 

2 
}U 

2 
2v 

22 
+ufw 

By similar manipulation we obtain the 3 equations :' 

2, 
U4 +U 

2 
2v° 

2 
+ u' +w' 

2 

2 2_ 
Ua + U'3 

2 
ý.. " 2w® ,2 

+ U° + V9 
2 

2 
Uz'+ Uý 

2 
2u' 

2 
+ ýv' + w1 

2 

,., 

Which are 3 solvable simultaneous equationso 

(1ý. 9) 

(4,10) 

(L, ýii ) 

(1401 2) 

(L13) 

F 
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Similarly we also have : 

2222 
ý2 ü4 + it'2 

ý. 2e +u+w 

2 
_2 _2 

22 
U. 1 + U3 ti 2w +u+V. 

2+ 
u2 2ü2 + ý2 + w2 (4- -14)' 

56 

Which again are 3 solvable simultaneous equations. 

From (4.9), (4-10), 

2 -2 t'2 mU= 2uw 

From (I 
©7), (4-8) 

Also : rM 

22 
U2 -° U2 2 (uw +ü v1) 

r 

Hence ö-_ 
22222.,.,, 2 

U2 U4 -- (u2 - Uff) U2 -U4 2v'w' 

Hence by similar manipulation we obtain ; 

U22-U2 2ü v-T 

22 
U; - U,, 27v r 

22 
U5 -U 2Vv, rw 
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Hence fromequatione of the type (4-1,3), - 
(4-14) 

(4.15) we can deduce, 
,9u9 

v'wl , knowing the 
2 

values of U 
--6 ; UU6 ,., by, solution of 

the simple simulta neous, equations., ý 

The solution to these equations give : - 

4 3(ÜS : Ud (ü4 +_U 3 +:, ü: + U1)) 

2 

- 
_2 3 (U2 + 

2222 
ü) - (ü6 + U5 + U3 + 

2 
UI ) 

. ý2 �ý2 3 (U3 + 
2222 

U1) - (U6 + U5 + U4 + -, 
2 

U2)) (4---16) 

u µ' 3(U'2 + 5 Ut2 )_(U2.,. + 
Ut2 + U°2 42 + U11 

2 463 Iý 

3(i2+ U )-( 6 +UU7+U +U2) (40 17) r 

3 

w2 uf2 U IV 
4 

56 
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The 3 Position'Technigu. e 

To represent the cooling effect of the velocity 

component along the wire we shall include 'it in'. the 3 

position analysis and then show how it affects-the 6 position 

analysis. 

For the 3 position technique we have the 3 wire 

orientations coincident with the`3 axes,, 

ýv , 

z 

w 

type (a) is used for positions 7 and 80 

type (c) is. used for position 9s 

call these wire positions 7,8 and, 9, so as 

them with the 6 pt0 technique we have the 

Uff" 
2 

(u. +u .,. +w+ w' 
222 

)+ K1 v+ v' } 

2 
U8 , ý. 

2 
u4 u') .., + (v + v' 

22 
)+ K1 w+ vi 

U9 t2 (v+v) +. (v+w 
22 

ý� 
2, ) +K3 (U, +; u! ) (4919) 1" 

Wire 

Wire 

If wo 

not to confuse 

following: - 



i 

F 

ý g'` 

Where KI refers to the K value for wire (a) placed. ' in 

position= 7' or' 80 

Where K3 refers to the K value for wire (c) placed in 

position 90 

Similarly: -. 

ý2 _2 
2 2,2 

ju++ K1 v 

ý2 
22 22 

8ü+,, q rs 
+ °K1 w <. 

_. 
2 2 ý.. _ ý2' 

22 
U9 v+w+ K3 (402Q) 

Again by applying'a time averaging technique to 

equations of type (4.14) to find U2 values, and putting 

ý2 _ .: 
U°= U2 U again, we obtain the following ; 

IU 
ä ýn v2 + w' 

2+ K12v °2 

UB u°u + v°ý + ýK12w°z. 

Ü vt2 + w 2+ K32u°2 (L 
x, 21 j4 

Then by manipulation of. these equations, we- obtain. - 

(U + IT s (1 + K1 2) )iZ 

a 2) 

w' (ý `° K22) u9 ý, u8 (i °K12? (L22) 
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and 
22®, 2 22 

U (U7 + ug -. - u9 (I +, KI ))/, z. 

72 = (ü 2 (I 
_- KZ2 )+ U9 - u7). / ý (I - KI ) 

222. 
ý2 r ý2 

2 
(U (i. - K2 U9ý- U8) (ßa23) 

2 
Where Z2 .ý K3 (I + Ki ) 

22 
Again by knowing U7, 

ý9fl 
UO values-the above 7-9 

equations are solvable. 

.. - Th. e 6_PPosition Technique With The Flow Component. A .. o 

The Wirpa 

If we now consider the flow component along the 

wire for the 
_ 
6r pt. _technique,, -equations of, the type. (- 5), 

become : -ý 

Uý = ýW + WI) +u+ u') - (V + "P 

+ x92 (ti+u°) +( +v°)) 
2 

2.2 
U2 (V + v° ý+ Diu + u°) + (r + w')) 

22 

2 

73 (w + WI) 
ý+z 

((U + u') + 
2 

+ 21 i(ý + u°) -(+ vP))ý`' ... 
ý 



21, 
tr2 4 .... 

( +v I) 
2+ 

((G + u') (7w w+ "wI 

+ K12 ((1x +u °) + '(W + w')) 
2 

2. 
U= (tv + ue 

2+ä 
+W ,) ,+ (T + V9) 

+K2 ((w+w°) *+v°, )) 
2 

m (ü + ug +ä ((w + w') (v + v8)) u2 622 

+ K22 (( + w') ++ v4)) 
2 (4,24) 

2 

Clearly equations of type (4024) reduce. to those 

of (4.5) when "K1 K2 = 0, (where K2 is the K value, for 

wire (b)® 

Manipulation of these equations results in the 

following equations which are modified versions of (4. 'i6)ry 

(4®'t 7). 9 
(4-18)o 

_2 2 ((ü5 
+ ü6 ) (x-42. ). j (ü 222, 

+ ü3+ U2 + ü, /2 (2+x (I -, r)) ., 
Ü)()+x((ß"2)(+ ü )(x2)(ü((i 

2 (4-2HJ1Fx? (3 -i) ) 

,2-- -2 
22 

w (ü3 + ü. 1) (4-xJ)+x((3 2) (U4 + v2 )+ (11-2) (U5+ ü)) 1 

". 2 (4 2x '+xa(: i ý ýj) _) 
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222 
2 -J 432 6 

2 (2+H(1 -ýJ), ). . 

(U U) (14. -HJ)+H((J-2) 
( +U j' )+(H-2)( 

6 )) 
43 C, 

2(ýý-2HJ, +ii (i)) 

w' . .( 
Uff' (4-, )+x ((J-2). ( +U)+ (H. r 2) 

, 
(u5° 2+u6')) / 

G-( G1JRJ+H2(, 
T^',! ))' (4,. 2 6) 

11" v9 (2' 

rl UOÜ 2(2_H) 

voyva (TT9 2(2--J*) (4o2, ß) 

Whore H t+K, 2, + K22 ... 

Putting KI rK2=09, equations (4025)a ( 
. m26)q 

(4027) 

reduce, -. t o,, eauations (4. i6), (4.17), (4-18)o 
22 

, Evaluation Of The, Time, Mean Average Velocity Terms Ü 
ACT',,, 

The problem now io to deduce the Ü readings 

for each . particular orientation of the wire, 
2 2, _7z 7 Since U=UU then, knowing U terms if we.. 

could evaluate U2 terms we could then directly obtain the U&, 4, 
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terms. Another method-of analysis using U' terms-has also 
been developed (Itef, 3.4), the oorrelaticn between the methods 
is shown in Appendix 4, the method does not depend upon 
differentiation of the velocity-voltage expression, (as 

does one of . the following methods), but assumes some wave- 
form' for E1, fnd than uses the relationship. 

f() 1/t 1f 
(E2}. dt 

Very close correlation exists between the 3 (seeIAppendix 4) 
methods up to the validity limits of the analysis. 

Knowing ü' and T2 terms all equations of the type 
(4.25). (4.26) and (4,27) are solvable. 
Two methods of evaluating the 1 and II terms are possible 
one which is very simple and another which is slightly more 
complicated. The two methods give close agreement as shown 
in fig, (A4.4). 

4-5.1 A ade hoch 1) 
7rom fig. (A1.3) for unlinearised response we have 

assumed that from 4.2 

E2 A+B'O*+CU 
holds instantaneously, 

whence, 2 
( +E t) ý= A+B (U +U') 

-+ 
C (iT +u') 

for any instant-of time. 
Differentiation of the above response equation yields 

2E E/ _ JBt &II + C) ü 

r. 

G 

i. 
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So for a maximum or minimum,. value o which is 

eoinoi, detit witlz EI Eým 
.º 

lotion of yhe a ov© d: ifferQn. fi . al 
equation gives- 

__ U/=0 when EI t= o it t 

whioh mear. ý3 that and U! %, ere. coincident in time 
This morns -that we may. write 

(+ Ezmax) A+B + Qimax) -ý C (U + Utmaa 

similarly 
(E'-E'max)2 A+B(U'--U'max) + a(IU; max) 

Now in order to be able to solve the above equations for U' and 
_ terms of the measured and Et we need to know the relation- 

ship betwonn U"ms and Ut and Emýx and E. 
If We. assume that Es and U; fluctuate with the same type of 
way; eform then generally we may write : 

(E + IT, ') :=A Bf, Ü + nUt) + CM + nut) (4.28) 

where 
n+1.0. for a square waveform (Ut Utmax) 
n for a sinusodial waveform (Ut = Usmax/ r2 

nI for atriengular waveform (tf= Ut ) 
max/, r3 

v 
Equation (4.28) is a quadratic in (± nut) which simply gives 
the 'values of Ut and Ü knowing AB C, Ei and 1% and assuming a 
value of n based on the assumed type of waveform. 

Comparative results are shown in fig. (A4.4) between 
different methods of analysis. The results quoted for method 
(1) are those assuming an ri value of 1.0. The difference in 
the results obtained by using different values of n (ie different -. ` 
assumptions about the waveform) make very little difference to :. _ý. 
the ajloulated turbulenne values of up to 50% tuxh11.1enoe intensity 
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For a TVT value of approximately 0.5 the difference in 
the calculated value of Ut/.. 

T when n takes the value of J 

instead of 1.0 is approximately 3%. 

4. .2 Differentiation Hethod (2} 

The U term may be evaluated by solution of the 

calibration equation (4. +1) using the measured Y value. The Ui 

term mP, y they, be evaluated by a procedure based upon differentia- 
tion of the velocity--voltage equation of type (4.2) and putting 
it = dE 

dU 

So from (4.2) 

E2 A+ BUS + CU (4.30) 

diffn, w. r. t. U 

2EdE BT +0 
U 

hence by putting 

dE EEi 

dU Ut 

t 

1 

9 

v 1 

dý 

i 

S 
} 

1# 

i 
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then "- 
E E' U-B+2. U 0 (4831. ) 

U° 

Squaring'*both sides of (4.31 )_ arid. substituting 

for U2from (4e30) we obtain 

16 E2 E°2U B2 + 40 (E2 A (4e32) 

Ua2 

To be able to use equation " (4a32) 
.. 
f6r evaluation 

of U'2, terms we need tobe able to express all the quantities 

in the equation äs time mean average (measurable) quantities, 
j; 

ß 
R2 E (3r Ut erms) u 9 . .9 

Clearly a time averaging` technique could be 

employed, such that 

( 16 E2 Ee2 U B2 +` 40 (E2 A) (4433) 

U'2 

The L. (4.33) maybe evaluated by usir. g' 

' the f a'ct that by--definition, :- E 
1t 

2 .ý Z. dt (4.3L) 

0 

If. we , 
know how each of the terms in 

-(4.33) vary with time, 

If we assume that E. =Y . +, B U . 'U- + Ut, then we 

can -. say: that U and: U! fluctuate in phase, and: similarly, - 
FP 

that 
, 
E, and E° 'fluctuate-in phase. ' Since E' is produced, by 



ý 

i" 

naý 
. fe 

" ý1ýý 

ý"ýýý 

'ý; 

} 

U' , 'and if we assume that the response' of the änemömeter 

is instantaneous, then we can. -say that E' and U' fluctuate 

in phase an, d similarly, E and U.. Hence all the values of 

the L. H. S. of (433) are . 
in phase. The problem i F3 to, say 

how E° and U° fluctuate with time. 

If we consider 3 possibilities 

(1) Square waveform 

(2) "Sinusodial Waveform 

(3) Triangular waveform 

Then the L. H. S. of (4-3.3) works out to be identical for each 
" 

wrveformo 

It is not considered necessary to detail the, 

evaluation of the 
, 

integral for each waveform, as this is 

gUite lengthy, and of standard mathematical form, but the '. f 

result is quoted. ' 

" 4: 60 

The result is the same for a sine 'crave, 

square wave, or. at ^iangulär' wayefor"mö Hence with a cex twin 

degree of justification it may be assumed to be ind penden. *> 

of the type of -waveform. The type of ws, vefbrti as seer, or, 

an. oscillos. cope approximates more closely to that of a 

triangular waveform. 
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The analysis i, s considered-valid until the onset 

of f low. -reversal at any one position,. 
, 
since at the onset of 

flow reversal the anemometer cannot differentiate between 

negative velocity and positive velocity"and. automat. ically 

reads any flow reversal as. positive flow. If, the following 

waveform is considered where EAs the consequence of U, 

then E will follow U . until the position where U 0, but 

when U. -: C Q, t increases until Uw Minimum, decreases until 

U-0 again and then follows, U for the remainder of the } 

cycle until U0 againo 

U 

reversed 
time flow 

region 

TW onset of flow reversal puts a limit on the 

maximum turbulehce'intensity that may be measured, -this- 
maximum depends upon the type of waveform assumed for the 

. 
fluctuating velocity, because flow reversal occurs when 

j 
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U-' U°, 0, hence , the limit' öcciws -just when Uems = ýUo t 

(a) For 4sguare wave. (tTe2)2 tT'ma 

and turbulence int. ensity. 1i: nit 1"Q0 . 
(b) Eor a sine wave (U'. T= U'max 

and. turbulence =intensity'. limit 
. 

08 

(c) For. a triangular wave. 
CUM A U°max 

and. turbulence 'intensity: limit = 457.7 

if - we assume that. the fluctuating . velocity , 
takes. 

a triangul. r. waveform then the maximum turbulence intensity 

i 57"7/o 
. that can be measured assuming th& technique to 

be -accurate. To be able. to"measure'intensities greater 

than this it 'should'be possible to correlate-the . 
R. f. S. and. 

D. C. reading with the "regdired_ R0M. S. and D. 'C: °eadinga 

The use of a digital computer to, workout the 

. results. is considered necessary to facilitate the 'speed 

and accuracy required. Programmes written in FOCAL for 

both 6 pt. and. 3 pto are included in Appendix 5Q' 

The results quoted, within the body, ofý this thesis 

were those evaluated by method (2)a The eorrelat1on between 
"r 

the two methods i"s 'shown in fig. (Al 
a4)� 
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Results And Conclusions 

5a Introduction ... 

In order to mix one fluid with another fluid the 

designer often introduces the one fluid into the other fluid` 

as a single jet. The particular application may be in order 

to burn a fluid within another, to mix two differant fluids 

as in a reactor or may be formed by flow through or rotund 

an obstacle. The system may be contained within a definite 

volume, and it is often desirable to obtain very high mixing 

rates between the two fluids in order to restrict the volume 

of the system, or the time taken to mix. 

One method of increasing the rate of mixing between 

the two fluids is to rotate the jetting fluid thereby 

increasing the jet angle, increasing the turrulent motion of 

the Jetting fluid, and decreasing the time and distance 

required to mixe Another method is to increase the number of 

jets whilst maintaining the same total volumetric flowrate. 

The process of splitting a jet up into a series of smaller 

jets increases the available "surface area per unit volume" 

of the jetting fluid enabling the mixing process to be 

completed in a shorter timed The individual jets are 
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correspondingly smaller and shorter and providing that each 

individual jet is turbulent (\i1Mj, Mi( W the 
. subsequent rate, 

of mixing of the two fluids will be greater. Until now the 

effect of rotation and the number and spacing of the Jets 

upon the resulting turbulence and mixing characteristics has 

not been known, with the view to optimum design of the system,: 

The turbulent mixing of a -single fluid stream with 

the surrounding fluid is greatly influenced by the close 

proximity of another fluid stream and the results of the 

aerodynamic investigation of multiple jet streams shows that' 

the mixing is increased the further apart the individual 

fluid streams are, which again may be explained by the fact 

that the jetting fluid has a greater "surface area per unit 

volume" with which to perform the mixing processes, since 

as soon as the jets coalesce to form a combined jetting fluid 

the total surface area per unit volume is necessarily 

decreased. A series of jets in a line closely spaced soon 

become a single two dimensional jet whose mixing rate is 

less than that of the sum of the individual jets4 

Much higher mixing rates may be achieved by rotation 

of each of the individual fluid streams. This fact becomes, 

increasingly important when one. considers that the volume of 
the system may be so restricted that close packing of the 

jets is essential. The direction of rotation of each 
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individual fluid stream also has an effect-°on-the 'subsequent 

mixing rate and it is found that rotation of each individual- 

jet in the same direction leads to greater mixing rates than 

jets having alternate directions of rotation. 

-x 

i 

ä 

3 

f1 
i 

1 

1 

S 

ýý 
t- ýý 

ýý 
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Single And b1ultiple_Jet Flames. Qugl. tative Results 

x201 Central Argument Concerning Observed Flame Interactions 

It has been shown that flame interactions may occur 

when 3 identical flames are. brought close together such that 

firstly the overall- risible 'flame length is increased and 

secondl on bxi n the flames closer to ether , the central y _ý1g 
gg 

flame becomes unstable and lifts off the burner rim and is 

either stabilised further downstream, -or causes the system 

as a whole to 'blow off. ' These effects are shown to occur 

both for swirling and non-swirling ý jet -flame' systems; and may 

be explained from a purely aerodynamic interaction point of' vie, 

by consideration of the mixing entrainment, velocity and' 

turbulence quantities contained in the experimental results and 

their relevance to flame stability. 

From consideration of the effect of the pitch of the- 

jets upon the resulting jet'velocities, ''turbulence intensity, 

mixing rates and entrainment rates in the region between 

adjacent jets, and also in the outer regions of the jet system, 

it may be seen that the aerodynamic factors which determine 

flame stability are affected--in such a manner as to reduce 

and eventually destroy the flame stability in these-regionsO 

The result is that the central flame either lifts off the 

burner rim and is stabilised further 'downstrearri, or the system; 
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as a whole 'blows off ° depending upon the severity of the 

interaction. The fact that the central jet is stabilised 

further downstream is mainly due to the fact that the 

adjacent jets, which themselves are stable, provide the 

heat source to combust the gases in a region where the 

velocity has reduced to that of the flame velocity for the 

gas mixture. 

a2.2 Observed Multiple Jet Flame Interactions 

Simple flame interactions were observed for systeV 

of 3 swirling and non-swirling free jet flames. The nozzle% 

were the same ones used for the cold aerodynamic study and 

were positioned vertically at 1.25 and 2®0 diameters apart. 

Each nozzle was fed with a separately monitored premixed 

propane air gas mixture. 

A horizontal enclosed system of 2 swirling Jet 

flames 1.25 diameters apart was also observed, The flames 

could be fed with either propane/air or kerosine/air 

mixtures by using a pressure jet atomiser for the kerosine. 

The fuel and air was again individually metered to each jet, 

Non-Swirling Propane/Air-Flames 

Plate (P5GI) shows three adjacent non-swirling jet 

flames in a stable condition 1.25 diameters apart. On 

increasing the total flowrate to each jet a condition is 

reached where the central flame lifts off the burner rim 'and ý 

burns further downstream -oee Plate (P 
Q5 2) ° On fu.: ^th 
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increase of the total mass flowrate the whole flame system 

'blows off' completely. These two stable burning conditions 

were similarly observed for flames placed 2a0 diameters apart 

though higher flowrates were necessary to promote lift off 

of the central jet flame, and 'blow off' of the whole 
system. 

The combined visible flame lengths were some 40% greater 

than the single flame length and was correspondingly greater 

for the 1.25 diameter apart condition. 

The lift off of the central flame may be explained 

by the destruction of the flame stabilising, effect associated 

with the low velocity regions on the edge of the jet flame 

close to the nozzle as mentioned in the central argument and 

detailed in section 1 of this chapter. In these regions 

the stability is dependant upon the fact that low velocities, 

and high velocity gradients giving high shear and high 

degrees of mixing and entrainment, give conditions where the 

flame is stabiliseda 

Due to the close proximity of an adjoining jet flame the local 

velocity is increased with a correspänding decrease in velocit 

gradients, shear stress, mixing and entrainment terms to 

conditions where the flame is no longer stabilised and the 

central flame tends to 'blow off'. The flame system may 

however be stabilised by the adjacent`outer jet flames which 

ý. _. . ý, ý, ý...,, r.... ýýý__. ý__b_ýýý. _...,.. _ .,, ý,, _,., _,.,,.,.. _, _,..,...,. ýý_ 
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are themselves being stabilised by the low velocity regions 

associated with their. outer edges. The system of flames 

may 'blow off' as a whole on further increase of the total 

mass flowrate in the same manner as a single jet flame 

8blows off' when the flowrate is too large,, (See section on 

flame stabilisation, 'blow off' and 'flash back' in 

chapter 2 

The combined j'et flame lengths are longer for the 

same reason that the reduced mixing and entrainment leads to 

higher velocities, lower combustion intensities and 

consequently longer flameso 

As stated previously the interaction effects are 

more severe the closer together the jets are and so the 

ve-locit. es which promote 'lift off' and 'blow off' of a jet 

flame system are lower the nearer together the flames are 

positioned* Similarly the overall flame length is greater the 

nearer together the flames are positioned. 
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Swirling Propane/Air Flames 

Plate (P5.3) shows three adjacent swirling jet 

flames in a stable condition 1.25 diameters apart. On 

increasing the total flowrate the central flame lifts of: 

the burner rim as observed previously for the non-swirling jet 

flames (Plate P5.1. )o The velocities necessary to promote 

lift off were very much greater than those for the non- 

swirling jets and on further Increase of the total flowrate 

the combined jets did not 'blow off' at the maximum flouwrat P. 

obtainable which was some 500 greater txmn that which 

produced blow off of the non-swirling jet flames. The 

overall combined flame lengths were again some 40/6 greater 

than the single flame length. Very much higher flowrates 

were necessary to lift off the central flame for the flames 

placed 2.0 diameters than for those placed 9425 diameters 

aparte 

Clearly the stability of the swirling jet flames Is 

very much greater than those of the non-swirling jet flames 

due partly to the fact that the mixing and turbulence 

quantities close to the nozzle exit are very Lauch greater for 

swirling jet flames than for non-swirling jet flames, (see 

section 3 of this chapter), and partly to the presence of the 

of the low velocity region on the axis of the jet and close 

x t 
4 

f 
E 

f 
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to the nozzle exit associated with, swirling type flam es4 

The system was operated for jets swirling with the 

same direction of rotation "out of mesh" and for alternate 

jets having different directions, of-rotation "in mesh"Q 

The results were qualitatively the same but higher velocities 

were required to promote lift off of the central jet flame 

with jets swirling "out of mesh" which-again- supports the 

results of the aerodynamic investigation where greater 

mixing rates, turbulence quantities and lower velocities 

were obtained for jets swirling 'out of mesh' which indicates 

greater flame stability (see section5 of-this chapter). 

Two Enclosed Swirling Jet Flames 

The metal flame box was of the same dimensions as 

the perspex. box used for the cold aerodynamic study. - The 

system was set up to view the visible overall flame length 

of one jet flame and to compare these with the visible flarn 

length of two adjacent jet flames spaced i . 25 diameters apart o, 

typt of fuel could be changed. frorn gas (propane) to 

kerosine (pressure jet atomiser) to see if: -the type of fuel 

had any effect on the result. The, propane/air, is essentially 

a premixed air fuel system whereas the kerosine/air is, not 

and is considered more representative of Marine Boiler practice 

The results were identical for both types 
_of , 

fuel,. - 
the Combined flame -lengths being some 30-40/a -greater. in each- 

caseo 
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. 
5. Conclusions For Observed Multiple Jet Flame 

Interactions 

The close proximity of one flame to another affects 

the flame stability of both flames and the effect increases 

the nearer together the flames are. In the region between 

the jets the jet flames interact and combine to give velocity " 

gradients which are reduced, with a corresponding reduction 

in the mixing and entrainment rates, which in turn gives 

rise to less intense combustion higher velocities and longer 

flame lengths. 

For a jet flame positioned in between two similar jet flames 

these factors destroy the stability of the central flame with 

the result that the central flame tends to blow off, 

Rotation of each of the individual jets greatly 

increases the flame stability and combustion intensity of 

each jet, with the result that very much higher flowrates arc 

necessary to obtain flares: interactions for-. any set configura- 

tions. Systems in which adjacent jets rotate 'out of mesh' 

are more stable than those where adjacent jets rotate 'in 

mesh' the reason being attributable to the fact that adjacent 

jets swirling 'out of mesh' have higher shear terms because 

the swirl velocities of adjacent jets are opposed. 
The change in flame length can be considerable and the 

type of fuel (propane or kerosine) had no effect upon the resulte 
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single Swirling Free Jet Of Variable Swirl 

axed Central Argument For Single Swirling Free Jets 

Of Variable Swirl 

The turbulent mixing of a single jet with the 

surrounding fluid is greatly influenced by the degree of 

rotation of the jet. The'degree of rotation has been 

characterised by the swirl No0B which varies from zero for 

a non-swirling jet to 0.6 for a strongly swirling jets 

Higher swirl numbers correspond to jets having a very high 

degree of rotation often with reversed 
, 
flow on the axis and 

close to the nozzle exit of the jet. ' 

Increase of the swirl number for a single swirling 

jet increases the angle of spread of the jet thereby 

increasing the total"surface area per unit volume" of the jet 

for mixing with the surrounding fluid. The velocity gradients 

close to the nozzle outlet are increased to such an extent- 

that much higher shear occurs in these areas giving rise to, 

shear stress terms which are higher than those found for the 

non-swirling jet. The intensity and length scale of turbulence 

is so increased that mixing of the Jetting fluid proceeds at 

a much more rapid speed than that of the non-swirling jet, 

and coupled to the fact that the available surface area of the 

jet is increased the resulting rate-of mixing is greatly inc- 

reaseda The resulting swirling jet diasß, ý xtes its turbulent 
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energy much more rapidly and aftera few diameters dovinstrean, 

the mixing has been so" accomplished that the velocity. 

velocity - gradients, and 'resulting shear terms are now 

reduced to values less-than those' found -with a non-swirling 

jet which is `still, mixing with the surrounding-fluid. The 

changeover point at which-"these turbulence or mixing 

parameter change from being 'larger to smaller for a' swirling 

jet is typically between 3 and -5 diameters downstream from 

the nozzle exit'for the range of swirl numbers encountered=, 

9.3o2 Results -For . Simile Swi in Fr. ee 'Jets Of `Variable 

Swirl 

The flow conditions mentioned'in Chapter 3 -gaveFa- 

jet of variable' swirl corresponding to swiri. numbera (S) of 

O. -aal, 0G5 : and Os6. The . axial., velocity profiles were 

measured for these =Jets and compared favourably with those 

obtained-by Chigier, and - Chervinsky (. ream) (see fig-45o 1) t, 

Ate X/D values greater (than 8.0 all, jets have the ufre 
, 'value 

on the axis , of the jet, and provided the ,tx value is of/ 

the axis of the particular jet considered the axial velocity 

profiles may be characterised by equations . cif the , type (2.17) 

For the - axial decay of ümax equations of the type (2-19) 

may be used. , _. ,. 

.. ýýýý. ___. _. ý _... ý . _ý ý__ u.. _ . _ý... _ .. ýýý, _ , ý,,,., 
1. . 
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It- is -found that the turbulent ý velocity 

fluctuations- close to the` nozzle exit-are `gre fiter, the 

greater the swirl number this being due partly to the 

fact that 'the fluid has to take . morse tortuous rote out 

of the -nozzle `exit, and-partly to the fact that''very high 

axial and swirl `-veläcity gradients exist, 'in the nozzle e. xitn` 

giving , rise tö high shear. Fig-5.2 shows that each of the 3 
IV ^. 0 0%. * 

normal stress terms u', v', w' have higher values ae S 

increases for regions' of 
x, < 

-3. All graphs -show aý cross 

over point in the region ofüx ,h ß'3a5 beyond whioh: ths' 

increase in S results zn"a'decrease'in the normal stress terms 

A similar trend' is shown f'or-the shear'-stress, terms for which 

one term uuvvv is`gddted (see fig-5-3). The decrease in the 

shear -stress values with increase in -S 'for= x '/D> 4 Is- 

attributable to the lower velocity gradient terms as 

mentioned in the central argument. The maximum relative 

kinetic energy Amax (`"Imaac) contained by the fluctuating 

velocity is some ten times greater for a swirl No. of 0.6 

and /j W1 than for a non-swirling jet 

In general the turbulence characteristics-are snisotropic 

with u' term: having higher values than w` are v' 

It can-, be-seen clearly that-the high shear rates 

ascribed to swirling jets can only be found in the region 
x%< 3.0. At X/D 1.0 the shear stress is increased bfr. a 
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factor'-of ý'3 when S increases from zero- to `4a6a 

Figure 5.3 also shows that' the rate "of entrainment 

in' swirling jets is higher than 'that of-non-swirling Jets in 

the region x/D<6m 0 but subsequently the rate is the same for 

both cases. '' The total amount'' of entrained fluid at any 

axial station will however be greater for swirling jets than 

for non-swirling jets. The redtictiön'in the rate of 

entrainment of wirling'jets with increasing axial distance 

may be explained by the fact that the swirl velocity decays 

at a very much faster rate than the axial velocity, and hence 

the slope 'of the '`curve (rate of entrainment) decreases N with 
t 

4y 

the decreasing swirl until the swirl component is negligiOle 

(X/D > 6) and then the jet entrains at the same rate as that 

of a non-swirling jeto 'These results do not agree with the 

empirical equation'pü. t forward by Chigier and Chervinskr 

(Ref. 1 .)e. __ 

(0e32 0a$ s) X/ 
N0 

A comparison of the experimental data obta1ned by 

the Author and that of Chigier and Chervinsky shows t. I t, they 

are in general agreement, whereas that of Kerr and, Fraser 
Y 

ef02) does not agree to the same extent and there-is no 

justification in considering that the rate of entrai-anent 
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is constant with axial distance for . any swirling. jet, 

The, radial position at which-. the`axial. velocity is a 

maximum is shown also in fig-5-3. For non-swirling jets the 

maximum is always, on . 
the axis -of., the jet. - 1Ls,.: the degree of 

swirl is increased, the position of , 
ümax is., pushed further 

away from the-axis., Once the swirl -velocity , 
(w) has decayed 

with axial . 
distance -to a value which is negligible 'wa, rQto 

that of, the axial velocity, (ü) so the position of. üma 

coincides with the axis of the jet as with a non-swirling 

jet. 

Comparison -of fig, .. _5.3 with fig, ý 5.1;; shows the. gre. ater-,. decay 'i 

of swirl velocity, with axial distance than that of. =, the axial 

velocity... 

The fluctuating components of, velocity_aX6-. shown I 

in fig-5.4 _. for 3 axial stations with a 
, swirl number S 

-of 
0.6. The 

. u'2 and wet are of similar magnitude but, greater 

than v'2. The maximum values of u92 and w'2 are found in 

the regions of, maximum, -axial 
velocity (ü) (see fib;. 5.1) and 

swirl velocity . 
(w) respectively. The shear . stress companent3. 

are (fig, 5o5). are seen to nave values which, are approximately 

one half those of the normal streseos, but have a totally 

different form.. St is seen that for a strongly swirling 

jet alb. the 
.. 
components of the stress tensor tyre important. 

The 
=u 

w term is always +ve whereas the üv and, tern 

display both -"ve and +ve values. 
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The rapid decay of _I with X/D is shown in fig. (5-6)., 

At values . of X/D > 4.0 the kinetic energy (KE = 12) is 

evenly spread throughout the central region of the jet.,, 

whereas for X, /DL 4.0 the maximum energy is situated close to 

the regions. of maximum axial velocity and in the case of 

/D 
.= 1 the energy at r/, 

) = 005 is some l times that on the, 

axis. The maximum I value of 0.36 found at. /D =l ©O-i$ 

three times the maximum value of 0.12 found for a non-swirling 

jet. 

For non--swirling jets where the effective viscosity 

does not vary greatly throughout the jet there is a simple 

relation between the shear stress ü'vT and the mean velocity 

gradient düo This is shown clearly in fig -5-7- For -the dr 
stD flgly swirling jet the relation between TrTr and dü is 

dr 
is more complex and account needs to be taken of other-terms 

in the squstion'of motion which now become significanto -The 

comparison shows that there still is a relation between th3 

forms of the distribution of the curves. 

The Boussinesq Eddy Viscosity (C)or the non-swirling 

jet has a value close to f) up to x/. values -, of 12 and 

is fairly constant throughout the jet, but for the strongly 

swirling, jet the turbulence models of Boüsoinesq and--Prandt. l 

break down and are no longer useable, From measurements of 

normal and shear stress terms, and knowing the velocity 
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gradients it is possible to calculate the effective 

viscosity terms in equations of the type 2.21. The 

distribution of these effective viscosity terms are difficult 

to measure in such a small system as a1 inch diameter - 

swirling jet, but the radial variation of, , )1 and 
z 00 

for one particular case is shown in fig-5.8. In making 
1,0rr 

predictions for swirling jet systems Spalding and Pan (Ref-3) 

have assumed- that the effective viscosity is isotropic 

whereas fig-5.8 shows that the effective viscosity n st be 

considered to have components which vary in each of the, 

equations relating stress to velocity gradientse 

A comparison of the spatial distributions of 'ý`' 

u*, I and týv' contained in the appendix in figs (A60>1) 

(A632), (A6o6) and (A607), show the considerable changes ° 

brought about in a single jet as a consequence of swirly 

The magnitudes of the turbulence 'quantities I and v. ývare 

higher in the swirling jet particularly close to the nozzle 

exit. The mean velocity gradients and the associated shear 

stresses give 
-rise 

to uuIvr terms which are -eve and -'-ve in 

single swirling jets, and for X/ 
/D values greeter than 8-O 

the =VT terms are much lower than those -found 'in the non-- 

swirling jet. These spatial distributions help the reader 

to visuÄ ise the overall distribution of the turbulence and 

- -+., -. +,....,..... wýwr+. ý. o..,..... -. d. -nh,,. w _. r.,.. ý. ý, a..,.. r.. K .. +. ý..... vr'. w4; '^5. r. rýF auuým»C.. aý. Ký+F; �Ft"ýr/"1-,,. 
`"ý_ 
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mean flow characteristics in a system and are particularly 

useful for comparison with the multiple jet data presented. 

later 

5®3es Conclusions For Single Swirling Jet Of Variable 

Swirl 

The introduction of swirl greatly modifies the 

velocity and turbulence distributions with a jetä On . 

introduction of swirl the Jet widens out and the maximum'. - 

velocity-close to the nozzle exit moves to a position away. 

from the centre line. The velocity gradients within the jet 

are greatly increased along with the corresponding shear term! 

The mixing rates are thereby increased close to the nozzles 

and the resulting jet entrains and mixesaa-greater rate than 

the non-swirling Jet with the result that the length of the j( 

and time required to mix is reduced, This gives rise to 

the fact that after about L diameters downstream the Jet 

has exhausted its relatively higher turbulence and-mixing 

properties and the mixing and entrainment. rates fall off to 

values close to that of the non-swirling-jet. Although 

the normal and shear stress terms are _now 
less to magnitude 

than those found An the non-Swirling 'jet, the area, over. wvhhielh 

the jet has spread-is much greater and for the caBe of, a 

strongly swirling jet (S :w0.6) a cross section of the Jot 
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at X/D = 8.0 shows a uniform well stirred distribution. 

There appears to be a well defined change-over 

oosition where the maximum turbulence values found in a 

swirling jet become less than those found in a non-swirling 

jet o This position occurs at about 3 to 4 diameters down- 

stream and is attributed to the fact that the swirl velocitief 

in a jet decay at a very much greater rate than the axial 
ih 

velocity, with a correspondingly rapid decrease in turbu. ienc% 

quantities. Because the axial velocity, in a swirling jet 

also deoreasw faster than that of a non-swirling jet, a 

position is reached where the velocity gradients and. 

corresponding turbulence quantities are less, than those 

found in a non-swirling jet, but are distributed over a 

greater cross sectional area, 

Study of the turbulence distributions in a swirling. 

jet should aid the designer of swirling jet flames to be 

able to introduce the fuel in the region of maximum shear to. 

promote greater mixing rates since although a swirling Jet 

flame is capable of burning at ich higher quantity of fuel 

than a corresponding non-swirling jet, some difficulty is 

found sometimes in completing combustion if most of the fuel 

is not burnt in these regions close to the nozzle exito 
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5.4 Multiple Non-'Swirling Je%o' , .... 
5 ,1 Central Argument For Multiple Non-Swirling Jets. 

The turbulent mixing that occurs-between adjacent 

jets and the-surrounding-fluid is-, greatly--influenced-by the 

distance apart of the jets. 

The" close proximity, of one jet upon -another 

produces -an int er action in-the regions between the jets, wh l 

gives rise to a damping of-the turbulent -motion- of the 'fluid 

particles, The high velocity gradients=-and, "high shear 

associated, with the, outer edges of single jets 
- are, destroyed 

due to the higher °'velocity of the, adjacent fluid stream and 'f 

resulting regions. of high, axial. velocity-and lower velocity 

gradient give mixing rates and turbulence quantities which 

are reduced compared to-the single. jet values. -. 

The decrease in the-length,. scale of, turbulence. °and 

the associated--lower mixing rates-means that the =rate , ýOf 

entrainment into the ., jetting fluid is reduced giving higher 

velocities and longer jet lengthso ýhe 
close proximity-of- 

one-, jet to another produces ,a pushing apart effect which 

gives rise. -to jet deflection of the outer jets, ' but in regi 

far enough downstream the jets coalesce to form a combined 
Jet system, 

, 
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The interaction between multiple non-swirling jets 

is greatly affected by the variation in the pitch between 

the jets. Maximum interaction occurs when the jets are 

adjacent to each other (ieo the jet centres are I diameter 

apart; P= 1) and the effect of interaction 'diminishes. 

rapidly as the jets are moved apart. A comparison of mean 

velocity and turbulence characteristics are given for 2 

cases of 3 jets with pitch (P) of 1025 and 2,, 0 in figs-(5*9) 

and (5610)e These figures show radial distributions at 

X/D = 2,14., 8,16o The way in which the jets merge can be folloý 

0 by observing the mean velocity distribution /Zimax 

Shear stress distributions follow closely the mean velocity 

gradients with points of inflection in the mean velocity 

curve associated with zero shear stress, -and the positionsof 

maximum shear coincide with regions, of maximum mean velocity 

gradient. As the jets merge the turbulence intensities are 

reduced in the, region between the jets, and the position of 

maximum velocity on the outer jet is seen to move outwardsp 

these effects being greater the smaller the value of P. At 

X/D 16 the 3 'jets' have practically combined and are f6rniing 

a single jet with its axis on the centre line-of the central 

jet© Measurements show that by XlD 
= 30 the j: system is 
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practically symetrical in the horizontal and vertical 

planes® The local turbulence intensity IZoc and the mean 

velocity 'ý/umax. show the "mirror image" effect common to a`1.; ß.: 

non-swirling jet systems where low velocity corresponds to 

high turbulence and. vice versa. 

Interaction causes the jet axis of the outer jet 

to be deflected. This deflection is shown in fig-0-11) 

for two values of P 1-25 and 200. The deflection is 

greater the smaller the value of P (i. e. the nearer the jets 

are)0 interaction also results in a slower decay of mean 

velocity and. a lower intensity of turbulence as shown in 

fgo (5 a -12) , the value of P=2a0 lies practically mid-way, 

between the P 1.25 and P: values This gr. aph.. il: l. ustrates 

clearly the "mirror image" effect shown previoualyý and for 

the case of P rw 1 u25 and 
x/D 200 the ü. is increased by 

some 25% over that of a single jet (P rnoo)® This increase 

in Jet length is attributable to the reduction in the 

entrainment of the central jet due to the close proximity of 

the outer Jets. The reduced entrainment is due in turn to 

the reduction of the mixing rates (shown by the reduction In 

I values) in the region between the jets. In fact one may 

say that adjacent non-swirling jets tend to 'damp out' the 

turbulent mixing in these regions. 
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The turbulence models put "forward by Prandtl and 

Boussimsq vary slightly throughout a multiple jet system and. 

fig. (5. i ý shows a typical variation-for 3 jets 1025 7D 

apart 4-0 diameters dowristreamo 

The effect, of variation of pitch upon the velocity 

and turbälence intensity values is 8i zmnarised in f go ( ®14}ý 

The maximum interaction effect of reduced decay of axial 

velocity, and reduced turbulence intensity is at p '='I when 

the jets are adjacent. Beyond P=3 the interaction effects 

are small and P =0-0 corresponds to a single free jet. The 

turbulent damping is greater , for' the central' regions between 

jets than for the outer' region'of the jet system, and figo 

(5.15) `shows 'how the °predominent shear stress u. l rl is 

reduced in this region. The reduction of the shear stress 

terms is due to the' interference of the ( jets and beyond 

x /D 12 the maximum shear stress in the central jet region 

is reduced by' over 50% as P is 'reduced from 00 to 10 

Spatial distributions (A603) (A6o4) and (A6®5) 

for multiple non-swirling jets when compared with figs. (Mo 

and (A6,2) for single non-swirling jets show visually how, 

the turbulence and mean flow characteristics are greatly 

affected and should be referred to by the reader. 
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, a1ýo Conclusions For Multiple Non-Swirling Jet Systems 

The results show that interference causes a 

damping of the turbulent motion of the fluid. particles 

particularly in the region between the Jets. In order to, 

obtain maximum mixing rates and minimum jet lengths it Is 

desirable to have the jets as far apart as possible. Since 

it is desirable for flame stabilisation, to have high I 

values (increased flame speed) and low ü values for. each 

individual jet flame, and for flame length considerations to_ 

have low ü values and high 1- and u'v' values which-give rise 

to higher mixing rates. and consequently shorter -flames, 1t i. s` 

clearly shown to be advantageous to have the value of P 

as large as possible, (which is. also shown, to be the ease in,. 

the results of the Multiple Non-Swirling Jet:. Flames) A- 

For non-swirling jet' systems, high ü values generally correspo 

to low I values and vice versa, a fact which helps the designe' 

to visulise the overall turbulence and mixing characteristics, 
{ 

of multiple jet systemse 
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509 Multiple Swirling Jets 

s ei Central Argument For Multiple Swirling Jets- 

The turbulent mixing that occurs between adjacent 

swirling jets and the surrounding fluid is influenced by the, 

distance apart of the jets and the direction of rotation of 

the individual jets. 

The effect of bringing together two swirling jets 

is to reduce the turbulence quantities and mixing rateso 

For regions close to the nozzle exit the turbulence qu. antitie 

are still very much higher in value than those found in the 

non-swirling jet systems, and although interaction leads to 

a damping of the turbulent fluid motion between adjacent 

jets the effect is less than that experienced in non-swirling 

jet systems. The reduction in the turbulence quantities is 

more marked for jets swirling "in mesh" than "out of mesh" 

due mainly to the fact that the swirl velocity gradients 

and corresponding shear terms are very much greater for jets 

swirling "out of mesh" since the swirl velocity directions 

are opposed in the region between adjacent jets. 

Jets in line swirling 'out of mesh' are more symmetrical. 

about a horizontal line drawn through their centres than 

jets swirling 'in mesh' which show asymmetric distribution 

in the vertical plane* 

I 
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5.5.2 Results For Multiple Swirling Jets 
x, 

In most practical systems swirl is introduced wit'h 

rotation in the same sense in each burner so that at the poin 

of contact adjacent jets are 'out o£ -mesh' which means that, 

their swirl velocities are going in. the opposite direction., 

it was considered of interest to investigate-. the effect Of 

variation in . the sense of the direction of the= swirl for 

adjacent jets and typical comparative results are shown in 

fig. (5,16). -The difference between the -. two. -systems is 

clearly seen in the tangential velocity distributions. For 

the. 'in mesh' system the jets attempt. to. combine whereas with 

the 'out of mesh' system the jets tend- to pu. sh= each other 

apart. This may be seen by comparison-: of°'the. ü.: distributions 

of fig (A6.8) and (A609)ä Intensities of., turbulence. are 

high in both systems and there is'some increase-in the. 

turbulence with the 'out of mesh' ; system. The fact that the 

'in mesh' jets tend to combine more readily than the 'out 

of mesh' jets leads to higher maximum ü values in the-, 

central regions, 

It is particularly, interesting to note that MT 

distributions for the 'in mesh' system has°. two. peaks as 

shown in -the graph whereas- the ' out,, of inesh' -, 
system has 

peaks. The shear stress . 3n -the . 
'out 

. -of mesh' system-I's,, - 

typically-higher than that of the In 
. msh' system. 
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The differences between the 'in mesh' and 'out of 

mesh' systems are most marked when P=I and in the region 

close to the nozzle (C& < 3.0). Beyond x/1 
= 3.0 there is 

little effect of variation of, pitch and meshing sensed 

These results are summarised in fig. (5.17) and (5418). 

As mentioned previously the intensities of turbulence in 

swirling jets is so high in the regions close to the nozzle 

exit that variation in pitch and meshing sense have far, 

less effect than for the non-swirling jet systems, what 

effect there is occurs at low values of P and is more 

marked for velocity than turbulence terms. 

Taking figs. (5.18) and (5.19) together the 

advantage of swirling "out of mesh" over "in mesh" for 

conditions of high intensity combustion (as may be fourd for 

example in a marine boiler) are clearly seen espooiala. y in 

the regions close to the nozzle exit and for values of P 

less then 2. ßa 

Figs. (A6.8) (A609) (A6010) and (A6011) show the 

spatial distributions of ü and I for swirling jets ' 
.n mesh" 

and "out of mesh" 1.25 and 2.0 diameters apart, The results 

are more complex than the non-swirling multiple jet data 

presented previously, but help to show particularly the 

greater spread of the "out of mesh" . system and the increased 

velocity terms of the "in mesh" systems 
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ýo a Conclusions For Multiple Swirling Jets 

. 
By the introduction of swirl it is possible to 

obtain high mixing 
, 
rates, and relatively low velocities olo e 

to the nozzle exit for multiple jet systems which gives 

conditions which are still favourable for, stable flames and 

rapid combustion when multiple jet flame systems are 

considered. There are still marked interaction effects whit 

vary with, the distance apart of adjacent swirling jets but 

the interference is not as greatFas experienced in the multi 

non--swirling jet systems. The direction_,. sense. of =t, 
he 

, 
swirl velocity to each jet also, has an affect upon, 

-the, 
degree of,,, rinteraction, 

and, it is found that adjacent jets 

each having,, the 
_ same, direction sense for the swirl velocity' 

(termed "out of mesh") display less interaction affects, 

greater stability and uniformity, and give conditions 

which are much more suitable to multiple jet flame, systems. 

S ,.;, 
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6-- General, Conclusions`'And `Recommendations For 

Further Work 

mh, 1 General Conclusions 

For the specific conclusions "relevant ` to, each 

aspect of the 'research, " the` reader Is ' referred to' the 

particular- conclusions at the -end= of each'secti©n in this 

Chapters The general -conclusions may be briefly', 

summarisedas "föllotivs 

(a) Swirl greatly increases the turbulence and 

mixing characteristics of--a single, jet particularly in regiai; 

close to the nozzles After about 4. diameters downstream 

the_ maximum turbulence values are less than those found in 

non-swirling jets but;, the overall mixing is still greater= 

(b) 
- -, Aerodynamic, interaction -between adjacent - 

jets in- 

a multiple jet. system produces. a. 'damping' of the turbulent 

motion. of, the fluid particles within this. re"gion, . givixng- 

a. reduction in-the value of turbulence and. mixing, -. 

characteristics4 

(o) Non-swirling . jets' show markedly more ", 'int eraoti'oh 

effects' than the oorreoponding swirling jet configurations 

(d) The effect of intoraätý. on decreases with norea in 

distance apart of the jots (Pitch -ý P) . uid swirl N°(S) and 

beyond. P 4.0 very little interaction, was' observed fay 
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distances up to- 12 diameters downstream,,, 

(e) The aerodynamic interaction effects, go. a sorg 

way, to explain and. predict flame interactions particularly 

flame length, rnixing_, and stability characteristics. 

(f) Multiple and, particularly swirling jet systems 

show that simple relationships between. the. velocity gradient., 

and, the, shear stress terms. are, no- longer- valid, and that 

effective viscosity terms may vary significantly throughout 

a flow-field. 

o6m2 Re-cornmerAations Por Further Work 

The method of analysis for the hot wire äuemomet e 

contained within this thesis may be used to separate out the 

9 'components of the average and fluctuating velocity terms 

in. any cold' 'isothermal aerodynamic system, into which it if; 

possible to ` place a hot wire' probe without interferrin 

too much with the flow' fieldo The information may then be 

used to calculate' the spatial distribution of related 

properties such as effective viscosity. - The Author has 

shown how such a property may vary from position to position 

within a flow field and for the particular case of predictior. 

pr°oceedures aimed at predicting the behaviour of rotating 

or recirculating fluid flow systems, ' a' 'Izacwiedge of the 

variation of 'these effective viscosity terms would be uecfuita 
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The above investigation, would necessitate very many 

careful readings-in a flow field that was very large in 

relation to the probe size since, large. errors An, 

interpolation may otherwise be ineurredo 
: 

It would , 
be possible to use the 

_analyais and 

probing technique to measure velocity and turbulence 

characteristics of swirling jets which have, reversed flow 

(ie 
a recirculation) within the, jet,, or indeed of any 

recirculating flow system. Here the problers associated 

with the interpretation of the sign (ieo + ve or ve) 

of the velocities within such a jet could be overcome by 

firstly probing with a5 hole picot probe to find the 

positions at which the velocity changed sign, from -- vo to 

+ ve and vice versa, and subsequently using these changeover 

positions to reverse the probing direction of the hot wire 

probes to eliminate interference of the probe supports on 

the hot wire itselfo It would be interesting to know how 

multiple jet interactions affect the size and position of 

this recirculation zone, particularly from the stability 

viewpoint of multiple ; jet flames. 

A detailed study of the velocity and mixing 

processes contained within two identical burning and non= 
j 

burning multiple jet systems would 'be interesting to reiatp'', 

the predicted and observed, _f1ame stability, interaction ~nd 
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and mixing rates with a view to accurate prediction of 

flame interactions. 

A study of the aerodynamic shear stress and 

turbulence distribution close to the nozzle of a burner 

used to burn atomised fuel oil with a view to design 

of the atomiser and position of introduction of the 

atomised fuel within such a flow field to obtain maximum 

air/fuel mixing and complete combustion. 
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"`APPENDIX Iiý 

The-Principles of. the Constant Temperature Hot Wire 

Anemometer and Development of a New Ve1ooi. ty °Vol. ta e 

Relationship 

Ae le1 The Constant Teen ature Hot Wire Anemometer 

The constant: temperature-hot wire anemometer 

(sometimes. rererred to as the constant resistance hot wire 

anemometer), ' is uoed: tö Measure the instantaneous mass -flo. w 

or velocity. of _ gases or 114uids, using-'either . hot wire or - 

höt film probe as- transducer; The 'instrument gives 

in'stantaneous readings of . mean. flow velocity; and the, root' 

mean square-of the instantaneous velocity fluetuationsý 

The anemometer. is especially'suited to-high frequency flow 

" fluctuation mea8urement", and is extremely sensitive tQ 1. ow 

speed flow., In principle the anemometer' consists -of'ý- 

wheatstone bridge using the hot' wire probe as pant' of the, 

bridge, and a D®C. amplifier. 

Electric current from. the 6nemometer "flovga ', th, r; ough 

the probe heating the wire to. a. , 
predetermined"temperature 

suitable. to the conditions of flow measurement', A'-amali 

change., in the temperature of the wire, corresponding to. 
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a small change in the flow conditions over the , wire, causes 

a slight unbalance voltage of the bridge, which is greatly, 

amplified and used to rebdance the bridge voltage by means 

of a servo control system built into the anemometer., The 

instantaneous value of the electrical power applied to the 

probe may be assumed to equal the instantaneous heat loss 

to the surrounding fluid. The actual thermal loss depends 

on the physical properties of the fluid under measurement, 

and if all the physical properties are kept constant, but 

the velocity is varied, then the probe current and 

consequently the voltage across the wire, are a measure of 

the velocity. 

The anemometer has two voltmeters, the D0C0 meter 

reads the time average of the fluctuating voltage _fed 
to the 

wire, and the R. M. S. meter reads the root mean square of the 

Fluctuating part of the voltage fed to the wire, The 

relationship between the D. C. voltage fed to the wire and 

the flow velocity is non-linear, the exact form of the 

relationship is found empirically by careful, calibration of 

each particular probe. The measurement of velocity a 

turbulence is' performed. by manipulation of the above ernp1r1oul 

chapter 14'., 
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A, full description the principles of operation of the 

constant temperature hot wire anemometer is found in re. fere I nc. e 

1m 

The equipment used was the D. I. S. A. 55DOO Universal 

Anemometer with wires of 5 micron diameter and I mm length., 

A. 1Q Deveio rnsnt Of A Velocity Voltage Relationsh 

Before any measurements can be performed with the 

anemometer the form of the velocity - voltage relationship 

for the probe must be kx own. 

Heat transfer from a cylinder to a flowing gas: y 

be described in terms of the Nuaselt (Nu) 'Prand. tl, (Pr) and, 

Reynolds (Re) 'ntunbers. A satisfactory form of this 

relationship was proposed by Kramers (Ref.. 19 2) where 

Nu .... 0.42 Pr 2+ 0-57 Pr03ýReO ý. (A 

when free convection terms are neglected,,, 

For thermal 
_equilibruim on the wire (Ref0 1) we have 

ýýtoö +o e©,. 
©g ý (0-42--Pr 2+ 33 0 5) '0057 

ýýr fa R- 

Where f refers to the film temperature (4 }f 

From the above equation If "al, l the gas `propertiea 'remai , 
constant ' and the velocity is varied then by putting 
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E/Rw 

(where Rw is constant at constant temperature) 

220.5 
EW =E= A'+ B'Ü W-3) 

Where A' and B' are constants for constant gas properties and 

are determined by calibration. 

005 
At. zero flow U=0 and E= Eo 

2 
So A' = L-. The equation (A9.3) is often referred to as 

Kings law (Ref-3) 

An improvement upon equation (11.3) was 'proposed -by Calls 

and Williams (Ref-4) and Bradshaw and Johnson (Ref v 5) where 

2 0.45 
E A" +B (A'i .! j. 

) 
2 

where- A KO 

This fits the calibration data -better than (Al *3) above, but 

is still not considered to be accurate enough especially at 

the lower velocity regions. Comparisons of the two forms are L 

shown in fig. (Ai. 1 ). Here it may be seen the fo(zcro flow 

voltage) does not lie upon the 'best fit' curve through the 

calibration point., and for thin reason it is considered. to 

be in error, , probably due to free convection and conduction 
terms preset when the wire is situated in Still air,, Herr 

this, point is not considered when the new velocity voltage 
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relationship is deduced. 

This new calibration technique is performed by placing 

the wire ir°. L. region of known velocity and recording the 

voltage and velocity as' the velocity is varied. This is 

explained in Appendix (A®2)6 

Davies and Bruun (Refo6) put forward an empirical 

voltage-velocity relationship where 

22N JJ 
Eo f-z K' "U. Cos (90-+) (M ý, 5) 

Where Wire voltage at yaw angle + to mean flow dirootiovo 

K '', N$ M are all functions or the flow velocity and remain 

constant only over small velocity ranges. For velocities 

over -1 metre/sec M ̂ : N-00 05, and the relationship between 

K", N and Ü are shown in figs (ýi 
o2)4 

Schauber and Klebanöff. (Ref. 7) have shown that the effective 

cooling velocity %, is given by 

UTOTAL' CO8 (o) (At 6) 
where 0 is the yaw angle between the wire and the total 

Velocity vector UTOTALO Equations (A103), (A1 
alb. 

) (A1.5) and 
(A-1,6), assume that the cooling of the wire is performer. by 

the velocity vector resolved normal, to the wired There is 

however a cooling effect of the velocity vector., resolved 

along the rire., This Is also shown in figs (A2,1) where 
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typically K, has a value of O2. To- allow for this heat l. pss 

due--to the-component of the velocity along . the wire. 

Champagne a:. c Sl ei eher (Ref 0 8) put forward ° th e expression 

222., 22 
UE = Ü0 (cos 0+K sin ® (A1 

Where UE effective . cooling velocity. 

4%, = ; total velocity at, yaw `angle 0 -. -to wire, 

Many of the above expressions are summarized by De1. ý. eu 

(Ref., 12). Clearly it viauld be advantageous if an empirical 

expression could closely fit the calibration data and be able 

to take into account the velocity component along the wire 

as well as the component normal to the wire. 

A. 1 0A New Velocity-Voltage Relationsher 

The proposed expression which fits: the calibration 

data better then those mentioned above and is convenient f°r 

further analysis is based upon a least squares fit for a 

second order polynomial on the calibration data, This gives 

2 

.., A+BU+ CSU (I `7 ) 

See figure -(A1.1) for comparison, of fit. 

Equation' (Al 07) is a quadratic in U and it -may be` reaa±.: y 

seen is similar to Kings law (Al 3) with an 'extra term-Ott. 



If K1ngs . 
law,, wa , found to hold exactly, then, C would: tale a 

value ° of ' zero e In fact G-is, almost -invariably negative and 
2 

small, and i. nceýA; B, -"°Cj are 'best fit' 'Constants -A - Eo 
2 

but is numerically less (Eo> A) which shows the importance 
2 

of discarding. Eo from any calibration data,, ' 

This much improved' empirical velocity-voltage 

relationship provides the basis for the analysis of the. sig: 

obtained from a'hot wire-anemometer; ° reported in chapter 4, 

developed by the authors The results obtained are compared 

(in appendix 14. ) tb those reported in literature (Refill) and 

to a similar method developed , independantly using the same 

velocity-voltage expression-(Ref. 9)0 The last method shows 

remarkable agreement with the-authors despite the fact that 

different assumptions are made to arrive, at the answerse 

A,,, 1* 4. Linearisation Of The Output From The Anemometer 

Many workers favour a linear velocity-voltage 

relati. onchip, which may be obtained by, electrical liner risa° 

Lion of . 
the oitput from the anemometer. In practice it is 

impossible to obtain a truly linear calibration and. in the , 

authors experience creates more problems than non- 

linearisationa If it was possible to obtain a linear reppponee 

easily such that two wires could be used alternatively, 

then the method would be preferred. At present the 
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disadvantage'söutvreigh the advantages. The differance 

'between linear and non-linear response and subsequent, 

evaluation' uI' ' the fluctuating velocity terms "i s shotiwm in 

figs, (A1` 3 ). M ,. _ 

For true linearisation using' a, ýdiff erentiatzon 

technique and putting d 
dU AU 

E' 
" measured = 

E' actual 

U, computed'"-' U' actual ` , ̀. ° 

for non-linear response 

E' measured',, -EI "actual 

U' 
computed actual 

actually U' computed 4"U, actual, 

and the % error '100', (U' actual -U' computed) 

U' actual 

The error increase$ with.,, increasing. 
-turbulence 

intensity. Some of the dr lvbacks, "of-. 
ltnearisetion.. are ;,., 

reported in Refs , (10 and. 1.1 ). 
, 

The inn, )or tant-procedure- for, accurate . calibration of 

the hot 
. qi7re probes, developed 

, 
by the author, is reported 

in Appendix 2m 
Fr 
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APPENDIX 2 

Calibration TP^ ºýi ue For The Hot 'Wire Anemometer Frobeso 

For accurate measurements -it.. 
is" necessary to... 

accurately, calibrate the wire before. each ru. na Calibration 

o: ' the wire is, perf'ormed' to : be able to fit the second . 
order 

polynomial 

2 
EA+ BU +, CU (r12 ai 

to the calibration datäm 

The wire voltage is 'compared to the pressure drop an 

an NDP. L. - "type' eitot pressure probe placed along-side the 

wire on -the axis and : in the nozzle exit' öf .k round' free 

je'' 6f lbw turbulence intensity ; (Typical'1Y'°'3%)0 
. ", 

The wire 

is " placed normäl to 'the flaw ýknd the . flow ih varied through, - 

out and slightly beyond the 'fld; v velocities to be encountered 

in'praoticeo The D. C. voltage is"°reoorded dgainst the 

pressure drop for, about -10 to 15 , points " throughout the 

velocity range. Here it_ is important i6. note . that the zero 

f low voltage Eo is not- recorded; as one point. for. the roasonf 
mow . 

L__stated in Appendix 1o 

Fror these readings the velocity-volt age, exprea si. on 
" may be determined, by, fitting the second order polynomial a 

, rt* to the data by the method'of least squareso The use oft a 



digital, computer, in " working out -all` re'sul'ts 'is. `necessary ' 

' ' Computer programs w7 ittexl spe^d and " accuracyo . to f aciliýtate 

in FOCAL are included' in Appendix 5o i 

To be able `to ='allow for the' `cooling component "Of the 

velocity along . the v; ire; 'K; ` and -Oinee this p. value varies 

froh 'ire to wire, - it, '3's necessary to evalu:: to 'K either at, 

the mid velocity `point; or throughout''the whole velocity -- 

range 'depending , upon the--degree of " accuräcy-required- This 

is performed by"rotating' the' probe until the'flow-is jlong 

the wire, 'which coincides'with a-minimum Kýreading on the. 

anemometer,. Graphs similar - to those shown in Fig. (A201 )" 

my then be constructed and the K value determined. As 

stated above the, value of K may be assumed constant over a 

limit'ed velocity range, but. for greater accuracy a value 

of K obtained-from the K vsý plot would be more accurate 

and takes'into account, the change of x with velocity,, 

R may also vary from run to run due to . ageing of the wire, 

distortion and dirt or grease adhering to the wire, and 

K my tale a value within the range 0.175 to O 3ü , Thy 

importance of K Is shown in fig, (A1401 j 

X hen using two different wires at each position to 
be me, aBujred, it is necessary to calibrate the wires, before 

and after each run to minimise the effect of the change o. f `. ' 
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the calibration constants' AAB and C with time and fluid. 

properties. It i essential to have a clean steady air 

supply for the use of hot wires, ahd the calibration should 

be performed using. the same air, as to be used for the 

measurements, or corrections must be apllied to -A,. B, C 

to allow for temperature differences. 

In practice it has been found that it is not possible 

to supply perfectly clean air under constant temperaturo: 5 

pressure, humidity, conditions and any one calibration-is. 

found to hold good for periods up to. two hours, when 

re-calibration must be performed. 

f 
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APPENDIX 

The Mui. ti-Dir. eotional 5 Hole Pressure Probe (5 Hole Pik 

A4 aN Gabt,. rat ion 

The probe was calibrated in a uniform velocity 

field which was large in relation to the probe dimensions, 

and of low turbulence. The probe was rotated in 2 degrAe 

intervals in the plane of holes 1i. ' and 5 whilst maintaining 

(P2 --P3) = 0, (which was continuously monitored)0 its 

means that the total velocity vector was in the plane of 

holes 4 and 5. The total velocity was aontinously chocked 

by use of an N. P. L. type eitot and was found to remain 

Constant throughout the calibration. The rotation of thn 

probe was arranged so that the tip of the probe remained, 

in the same position in space relative to the flow field. 

The pressure differentials P2-P3, P4-P59 Pi--P 2^ 

P1-Pamb 
ambient, 

were measured as in chapter 3. From the abo 'e= 

measurements at each 20 interval, the graphs shown In 

figs. (3.6 and 3.7) were construeted. 

A2 Evaluation Of Velocity And Static Pressure 

The relationship between the total velocity vectc a 

ý`. 
F, 

f, 
t 

t' 

i, 
iý 

d 

K 

and the yaw, and pitch angles is shown in fig-(3-5)o 



ýü'; 

11 

After reading the yaw angl. e on the protractor.; 

on the probe body,, the pitch angle is determined by, 

evaluating ne pitch angle coefficient 
PP2) 

and tie 

(pitch angle)' is read from the graph fig. (3, -3)- 
(Pi-mP ), is evaluated from the vel. ocity. pressure 

coefficient on the same graph and the total velocity Vector 

(V) is, determined from pV' =(P t' --P 
) where /0 : air density. 

The three component velocities are given by. 

V C1106/9'Cos e 

"Vt1 V'co pstn 0 

FigA (3aL. ) is used to' calculate the static pre9burl 

(Ps) -by reading the value of the . total pressure -doefficieri 

KO at, the--value'`orp p evaluating Pt 'from: 

P+ P, 1 -» K0. (P P8 

and P. from 

P6 Pt T (P, 
, 
-P 

It was assumed that the effect of turbulence 

present on the pressure readings was neg1igib1 ,, 

Ae The COcnn. t er P; reo ramme 

There are two ways in which the computer, programme 

1 

Y; 

may be arrangedlW 
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(a) Graphs of fi. `gsa (386 
, 
'and 3®7) expressed in table 

form- for 
_b=11 

ire: ervals, or ' the ° graphs expressed,. in` the 

form of an equation, For each of , the above the, only, data 

necessary at each point to be fed to the-computer- would be 

Pä'° pambient, PI-P2/3 P4 'P5ar yaw angle 0o In fact It s 

fairly easy to fit expressions to the curves, but usually 

one has to use tables which take up a lot of memory space 

and an alternative method is given below, 

(b) At each point it is possible for 
, 
the= computer 

to ask for the values, obtained from the graphs. The 

computer programme in Appendix 5 is of this form and asks 

for values, of pitch', anglep ¢ velocity pressure , coefficient 

K,. and, total pressure, coefficient Kb at, each 
Aoint, 

, 
after 

the, initial data has been fed in and. , 
the pitch angle 

coefficient value typed out. "; 

The, choice of (a) or (b) above depends on the 

size of computer, availability for personal use, and the 

number, of, -times 
the programme, is, to be used.. 

A. programme using 
-method 

(b), above is shown. In 

Appendix 5m . 

i' 
i 

f' 
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APPENDIX 

Correlation Of Turbulence Measurements And Other Data } 

The purpose of this appendix is to show the 

correlation,. -between various methods of working out data 

and the relative significance of the data measured4 

The presentation is in the form of graphso 

Tf 

Lý 
. ý. ý.... ý 

Fig. (A-40 shows the correlation between, 

measurements taken using a5 hole eitot probe and the hot 

wire anemometer, on a single swirling Jet6 diameters 

downstream. The 3 component average velocities are plotted 

and the K values for the two particular wires are güottdo 

Tie importance of the K values may be re id 
. 
ly seen when 

thew (swirl) component is plotted neglecting the: flow 

component along the wire (ie0 KI = K2 0), The relative, 

sizes of the wire and pitot probe tip to the flow fi'e1"d, 

are also shown. 

Fig(A4a2) shows the correlation between the 

measurements taken by the Author on a, single non-. swirlin¬, 
yý r 

jet, and those obtained by Corrsin (Ref 
. 1) on sinüia)_ 

systemo The radial distribution of ü. 
ý$ ii v'/u. ate. 

(u' ) /ý are plotted at X/D 16. 

ý. } 
t 

ý. 

ýý 
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t8 

Figo(A014,3) shows the correlation between 

(u"2)'Y/jj and I1ac (' (u. '2 + u'2 w'2)' ) terms for 

a non-swirling jet 16 diameters downstream, and for a -. 

strongly swirling jet 4 diameters downstream. 

Fig. (A. L L. ) shows the correlation between the 

authors methods of analysis and a similar method, 

developed by a co-worker (Ref. 2)e 

Fig. (A4.5) shows typical ýx¬ id uR 

measurements on free swirling jets by Rose, Craya and Darrigol, 

and Chigier and Chervinsky having similar swirl, number (s)ue 

Pig. (A4,6) shows computed u'v9 terms by Craya and 

Da. rrigol, (the measured distributions are said to have the 

same form, but slightly weaker), and measured ü/mx, and 

I distributions for jets having a very strong swirl., 100 
(The values for I were quoted as u°/ terms, but since 

Johansen O. N0 used only a single position technique for 

measuring local turbulence intensities as shown in (Ref )p 

the actual measured values were considered to be too 

high and more closely resembled 

ýý ý 
ýr 
xi 

r 
;ý 
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(u"2+V'2+. K2-w'2 

u2 + s'2 + K2 wa ) 

Because a single vertical wire picks up all the 

above component fluctuating terms (seei3 Pt- technique 

)a Chapter 4--) 
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APPENDIX 

Computer Programmes 
Tlý.,. `. O appendix gives worked examples of the compater 

programmes written in FOCAL used to evaluate the data. 

Programme No, I 

This programne is used to evaluate the constants 

A, B, C in the calibration equation (A1.7 ). The atmospheric 

conditions of temperature (°C) pressure ("'H ) and the number 
91 

of sets of calibration data (in this case 11) are fed in 

first, with the corresponding anemometer D. C. Voltage (E) 

and eitot pressure readings ("H20) later. 

The computer does a least squares .. 
fit on tie 

`, 
data and types out the corresponding constants A, B, C 

The computer then types out the value of the anemo; ieter 

D. C. Voltage fed in (E) and the corresponding voltalt; (P) 

obtained from the calibration equation. Comparison bf (E) 

and (P) shows the very close fit of the callbratiozi equatio. 
il 

throughout the whole velocity range; which usually '. ýL ree = 

to the third significant figure. 
F'Rt 

er 

{ Programme No. 2 

This programme is used for the 3 position jtcchniquc 

of analysis with the hot-wire anemometer, 



05,3 

The values of the factors K1, K2 allowing for. 

cooling along the wire are fed in first with the calibration 

data A, B, O, for each wire immediately afterwards. 

For each position measured the 3 values-of E and 
ns E' are fed in and the computer types out the values of 

u'2 v'2, w'2, u, v' wp total velocity, xlac9 u'/ü' et3c. 

(Note in these programmes the v and w terms arm interchanged 

ieo v= swirl velocity etös ) 

Programme No. 3 

This programme is used for the 6 position teohn que 

of analysis with the hot-wire anemometer. This programme 

is similar to 'the 3 pt. programme but gives Tr 7p 7579 w 
ing 

terms, after the E and E" correspond/to all the 6 measurement' 

positions have been fed in after the calibration data. 

Programme Noo4 

This programme is used for the 5 hole pitot prob 

in conjunction with the calibration charts (Pigs, (3a6 and 
3-7) )m 

The atmospheric temperature and pressure are fed. 

in first, followed by the radial position (R) and the values 

of (P4-p5) 
s' 

(pi-p2,, ), yaw angle (0) and (PI. -Po) a 

The computer then typos out the value (P4«-P5) % (PI-P2/3)-' 

6 

i 

t 

f 

f 

I 
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and asks the value of the pitch angle (A)., the velocity 

pressure coefficient (K) and the total pressure coefficient 
(K0) 

Q 

The computer then types out the values of ü9 
, 

wq static 

pressure, total velocitya 

v 

ýý 



Programme No, l 
Hot wire calibration 

C-FOCAL., 1968 

01.01 A ""T"'T, '"P"RP, "N"N1 S S=01 S L=0) S V=0l S Kl s (273+T)*30/293*RP 
01.04 S 0=03 S A=0f S I=Os S A=Of S J=03 F M=l, NJ A E(M)) A P(M)) D2 

?. ' 01.07 G 3.10 

02.01 S X(M)=FSQT(66.5*FSQT(P(M)*K1)) 
02.11 S A=A+E(M)t2s S I=I+X(M)) S SsS+X(M)t21 S L=L+X(M)*E(M)t2 
02.16 S V=V+X(M)933 S 0=O+X(M)t2*E(M)t2f S J=J+X(M)t4 

' 03.10 S U=N*(S*J-Vt2)+I*(V*S-I*J)+S*(I*V-St2) 
11,03.20 S WEN*(S*0-L*V)+I*(L*S-I*0)+A*(I*V-St2) 

03.30 S G=N*(L*J-V*O)+A*(V*S-I*J)+S*(I*0-L*S) 
03.40 .S H=A*(S*J-Vt2)+I*(V*O-L*J)+S*(L*V-S*0) 

.üi 04.1 1T 28.06, "A""H/U, IsT "'8"G/U, IJT "'C"W/U, I 
04.20 F M=1, NJ S R(M)=H/U+G*X(M)/U+W*X(M)12/Ul T ""E""E(M), "' P"FSQT(R(M)) 
*G 

T: 18.0 P: 29.295 N: 11 

: 3.522 :. 010 : 3.628 1.017 : 3.711 2.0265 : 3.841 :. 047 23.957 2.0775 
: 4.055 :. 1155 : 4.138 :. 159 : 4.233 8.2245 : 4.303 2.29 14.377 1.368 
: 4.433 :. 446 

A=+ 7.128440 
xf s x+ 2.155680 

Cu- 0.042650 
E=+ 3.522000 Pn+ 3.524910 
Ex+ 3.628000 Pss+ 3.623530 
E=+ 3.711000 P=+ 3.712880 
E=+ 3.841000 Pn+ 3.837710 
E_+ 3.957000 P=+ 3.955588 

_a 
Eý+ 4.055000 P=+ 4.055590 

ar E=+ 4.138000 P=+ 4.139500 
' tx+ 4.233000 P=+ 4.233780 
''=ý_f 4.303000 P=+ 4.306150 

4.377000 -P=+ 4.375270 
Ec+ 4.433000 P=+ 4.432260 

.' 0 

_ 
i 

4 

1 
y, 

} 

f 

i 

1i 
V 
{ 

t, 
t 

1 



Programme No, 2 
Hot wire -.. 3 Point 

C-FOCAL., 1968 

01.01 A ? K1?,? K2? 3 S K1=K1f21 S K2=K2t2) S Z=2-K2-K1*K2 
01.02 F Q=1,21 A A(Q), B(Q), C(Q) 

02.01 F N=1,2; S Q=11 A E(N), V(N)3 D3 
02.03 S N=3J S Q=23 A ECN), V(N)3 D3 
02.04 G 5.02 

03.01 S U(N)=(-B(Q)+FSQTCBCQ)12-4*C(Q)*(A(0)-E(N)i2)))/2*C(Q). 
03.02 S J=16*V(N)t2/(R(Q)12+4*C(Q)*(CE(N)t2+V(N)t2)-A(Q))) 
03.03 S W(N)=J*V(N)*E(N)+FSQT(Jt2*V(N)12*E(N)t2+J*(E(N)t2+V(N)12)*U(N)'Z 
03.04 S W(N)=W(N)t2 

05.02 S U'=CW(1)+W(2)-W(3)*()+K1))/Zs S V'=(U'*(l-K2)-(W(1)-W(3)))/C1KI 
05.03 S W'=(U'*(1-K2)-CW(2)-W(3)))/(i-K1)f S KE=U'+V'+W' 
05.04 S U=FSQT((U(1)14+U(2), 4-U(3)14*()+K1))/Z) 
05.05 S V=FSQT(CUt2*(i-K2)-(U(1)'4-U(3)t4))/(1-K1)) 
05.06 S W=FSQT((Ut2*(l-K2)-(U(2)t4-U(3)t4))/(1-Kl)))-S G=FSQT(U12+Vt2+W! 

06.01 T x$. 04,? U'?, 1? V'?, I? W'?, 1'? U?,!? V?, 1? W?, 1"TOTV"G,! 
06.03 T "ILOC"FSQT(KE)/G,! "U'/U"FSQT(U')/U, IS G 2.01 
*G 

(1:. l6 K2:. 24 
: 8.17432 : 1.75041 : -. 006523 : 7.73749 : 2.00727 : -. 020415 
14.251 :. 250 : 4.462 :. 251 : 4.435 :. 232 

U'=+ 187.6210 
V'=+ 188.0350 
W'=+ 34.9177 
U--+ 30.6825 
V=+ 37.9506 
W=+ 11.6860 
TOTV=+ 50.1819 
ILOC=+ 0.4038 
U'/U=+ 0.4464 

i1 
xF 

: - 
;~ýý -ý ,ý__ 



Programme No, 3 
Hot wire 6 Point C-FOCAL., 1968 

01.01 A '"K""PJ S P=1+Pr2J F 0=1,2J A A(0), B(0), C(Q) 

02.01 F N=1,4f SQ1; A E(N), V(N)/ D3 
02.03 F N=5,6; S 0-2f A E(N), V(N)) D3 
02.04 6 5.01 

03.01 S U(N)=C-B(A)+FSQTCB(A)t2-4*C(A)*(A(A)-ECN)t2)))/2*C(A) 
03.02 S J=16*V(N)t2/(B(Q)12+4*C(A)*((E(N)? 2+V(N)t2)-A(A))) 
03.03 S W(N)=J*V(N)*E(N)+FSATCJ, 2*V(N)f2*E(N)"2+J*(E(N)t2+V(N)t2)*U(N)*2 
03.04 5 W(N)=W(N)t2 

05.01 S U=((2+P)*(WC5)+W(6))-P*CWC1)+W(2)+W(3)+W(4)))/2*(2+P*(1-P)) 
05.02 S V=(U*(2-P)+W(A)+W(2)-W(5)-W(6))/C2-P)JS W=. 5*(W(l)+W(3)-P*(U+V)) 
05.03 S X-FSAT C U+V+W )1 T X8.04, "U *"U, ! "V " "V, ! '" W I"W, !fS Z=U 
05.04 S U=C(2+P)*(U(5)tA+U(6)t4)-P*CU(1)t4+U(2)t4+U(3)t4+U(4)14)) 
05.05 S U=FSAT(U/2*C2+P*'(1-P))) 
05.06 S-V=FSAT((Ut2*(2-P)+U(4)t4+U(2)t4-U(5)t4-U(6)t4)/(2-P)) 
05.07 S W=FSQT(. 5*(U(1)t4+U(3)t4-P*(Ut2+Vt2))) 
05.08 T ? U?,!? V?,!? W?,! "U'/U"FSOT(Z)/U, ls S Z=FSAT(Ut2+Vt2+Wt2)' 
05.09 S U=(W(3)-W(l))/2*(2-P)JS V=(W(2)-W(4))/2*(2-P) 
05.10 S W=(W(5)-W(6) )/2*(2-P)1 T IOU IV ""U, ! IOU OW '"$V, ! "V'W"W, ! "TOTV"Z, ! 
05.11 T "ILOC"X/Z, ! "l"X/50, !=G2.01 
*G 

K:. 18 : 7.62302 : 2.27890 s-. 044775 : 7.16625 12.55744 : -. 070992 

: 4.334 :. 112 14.346 :. 127 : 4.330 :. 107 : 4.312 :. 081 
: 4.528 :. 105 24.529 :. 107 
U'=+ 48.4155 
V'=+ 4.1346 
W'=+ 7.0860 
U=+ 39.1212 
V=+ 7.9089 
W=+ 8.9065 
U'/U=+ 0.1779 
U'V'=- 1.8227 
U'W'=+ 15.6645 
V'W'=- 1.1546 
TOTV=+ 40.8943 
ILOC=+ 0.1888 
I=+ 0.1544. 

AI 



Programme No, 4 

picot 5- hole 
. C-FOCAL., 1968 

01.01 A "TEMP"'T, '"PRESSURE"P, ls S Z=(273+T)*30/293*P 
01 . 03 A "R="R, '"P4-P5"'P4, " Pf -P2/3"P1, "YAW ANGLE"'J1 S 0=J *"0174533 
01.04 A "'P l -PO"P0, ! 

02.01 S DP=P4/P1 JT ""P4-P5/P1-P2/3'"DP$ A "' PITCH ANGLE""A, "" K"K 
02.02 S PT=K*P11 A ? KO?, 13 S PS=PO-PT-KO*PTJ S Q=. 0174533*A 
02.03 S V=66.5*FSQT(P1*Z*K/25.4)f S U1=V*FCOS(0)*FCOS(Q) 
02.05 S V1=V*FSIN(Q)1 S W1=V*FCOS(0)*FSIN(O) 
02.06 T 2 8.04,1 "U"U1, ! "'V"Vl, ! "'W"Wf, ! "P STATIC"PS, " MM. H20", ! 
02.07 T "TOTV"V, II 
*G 

TEMPt21.2 PRESSUREt29.66 
R=: 2.5 P4-P5: 9425 P1-P2/31.655 YAW ANGLE218 P1-PO:. 05 
P4-P5/P1-P2/3=f 0.6469 PITCH ANGLE: -16 Ks. 89 KO:. 13 

U: + 9.2786 
V=- 2.7975 
W=+ 3.0148 
P STATIC=- 0.6087 MM. H20 
TOTV=+ 10.1493 

ý f ýý - 
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APPENDIX 6 

Ex erimental Results Presented As S atial Distributions 

rPL .s appendix gives most of the significant 

recorded data in a form which it is easy to understand, arri 

which may be used for quick reference to enable the reader 

to visualise some of the observations and results detailed 

in Chapter 5A 

The data is presented as spatial distributions 

of U 
o, I, u °/uo for all the single and multiple 

swirling and non-swirling jet systems used. (TNiot; e that for 

most of the swirling jet systems the 3 pt- technique was 

used to reduce the time required for taking the measurements 

and hence the shear stress terms v. 'v Iq u' W" v °w ° were 

not available. The values of these shear stress terms and 

also the swirl velocity terms change so many tirr. s and so 

rapidly from +ve to -ve during a single traverse that the, 

spatial distributions are very, comples and confusing, and 

for this reason were not recorded), The edge of the Jets 

are shown in the rI scale as black marks to help the 

01 txr reader to visualise the Position of the jets wart 

spatial distributions. 

This appendix may be treated'as part of the 

experimental , results. As it was considered too confusin, g' to. ' 

include all the results in the main body of the thesis, 

ýý ýý, -, 
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these spatial distributions were placed at the end of the 

thesis for ready reference. 

1ýigsv (A6aI and A692) show the spatial diet ributI. or. vq 
2 

of üfü0, Ig and 100 ulv' o for a single enclosed non- 

swirling jet for comparison with the multiple non-swirling 

jet distributions recorded immediately afterwards. 

Figs. (A6-3v A6A1. and A6.5) show the spatial 

distribution of X09 I, and 100 ü respectively for 

3 non-swirling jets 1.25 D and 2*0 D apart. 

Figs o (A6.6 and A6.7) show the spatial distribution, ' 

of U/ I and 100 üwýä iýýo respectively for as ný$1, t 

enclosed swirling jet, for comparison with multiple swirling 

jets recorded immediately afterwardso (S = 0.6, for this 

and all, the multiple swirling jet system). 

Figs. (A6Q8 and A. 609) show the' spatial distribution, 

of üVu-o for 3 swirling jets "out of mesh" and "in mesh" 

respectively, 1.25 D and 2,0 D apart. 

Figs. (A6.1 0 and A6.11 ) show the spatial distribu; - 

tio. n of I for 3 swirling jets "out of mesh" and "in mesh" 

respectively, 1025 D and 2.4 D apart. 
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APPENDIX 7 

Some Notes On The Design Of Multiple Jet Systems 

The results contained within the body of this 

thesis should aid the designer, both from a theoretical 

and practical point of view, to design mixing or burning 

systems which contain multiple jet fluid streams. The 

designer has to consider what system will fulfill all of 

his requirements at the least cost. Many factors will 

affect the eventual cost and design and here are some 

notes intended to Lid the designer to choose the corrects 

system4 

The designer must consider firstly the time, 

arid , consequently the mixing rate, which it is required to 

react the two, fluids and secondly the volume which will be 

required. The volume will be controlled by the numberp 

type and configuration of the jets, and the 'length of the 

system or chambers The mixing rate and ' lengt h' of the 

system should determine whether rotation of the individual 

fluid streams is necessary in order to obtain relatively 

short jet lengths. Cost of manufacture, pressure drop, ana 

available area will generally restrict the number of jets 

that the total mass flowrate m. ay be split up into, and it 

is upto the designer to space the -jets euch that optima , use 
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of available area is ensured. 

The most important factors may be summarised 

? ̀wcide whether it is necessary or 

have rotating Jets. This will generally be 

size of the system in relation to the total 

or mixing, or residence time restrictions. 

decided to rotate each jet then ensure that 

rotate in the same sense (ieo"out of mesh') 

greater uniformity and mixing rates. 

desirable to 

dictated by the 

mss flowr. ate: 

If it is 

the jets each 

ti is will ensure 

2) Divide the total mass flowrate up, into just 

as many jets as it is economical to do to achieve the 

desired mixing. This will usually be dictated by the cost 

of manufacture of the jets, pressure drop, considerations, 

and close packing restrictions. 

3) Distribute the jets as unformall. y as possib .o 

throughout the system to ensure the maximum utilisation 

of space and separation of the jets. This may be dictated, 

by impingement considerations and overall design or 

positioning of the system 


